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Abstract
Isosurfaces are investigated as a suitable alternative to height fields for representing
volumetric terrain data in interactive applications. Although efficient detection and
extraction algorithms exist to quickly locate and generate renderable surfaces from the
implicit isosurface information, height fields continue to remain the favourable option
despite their inability to replicate complex terrain features.
A different approach is taken to solving this issue, targeting the “blind” sampling and
processing of densities for an entire domain, irrespective of the coverage of the isosurface
within that domain, needed in order to perform isosurface detection. This process becomes
problematic in the case of terrain; compressed input representations are more expensive to
sample from, and previous works do not cater for modifications to the density field through
modelling or destruction. Furthermore, the simpler the terrain surface, the more
computation time is wasted on sampling and processing.
This thesis attempts to reverse such behaviour through an investigation of coverageindependent evaluation of the domain, plus its effect on generation times as a whole for
both modelling and exploration purposes. Detection occurs for blocks of cells at a time,
enabled by both a reduced sampling strategy per block, as well as a rapid parallelised
classification of sampled densities designed to out-perform parallel reduction. Large areas
free of terrain surface are predicted and eliminated through a block-based propagation
along discovered isosurfaces, facilitated by a tree-graph hybrid structure and seed block
identification. Results justify that combining these techniques achieves improved overall
generation times and further coverage-dependent performance boosts, confirming the
applicability of using isosurfaces for rapidly generating both simple and complex terrains.
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1. Introduction
1.1

Background

Simulation of terrain capable of demonstrating complex features such as overhangs, caves
and arches has remained an open problem. Within games, flight simulators and other
interactive applications, terrain is often represented using a height field, which is a 2dimensional flat grid of uniformly-spaced points displaced vertically according to a function
f(x,z) = y that maps a horizontal location (x,z) to the height y of the terrain surface at that
location (assuming a left-handed world basis). This concept restricts the possibility of
surfaces with a gradient equal to or exceeding 90°, as these require more than one available
solution to the height field function (since a ray shot downwards at a constant (x,z) can
intersect the terrain multiple times). Furthermore, the lack of vertical resolution between
two neighbouring grid points at largely differing heights leads to stretched geometry and
degradation of visual quality for steep surfaces. Other potentially desired effects, such as the
destruction of the terrain after a grenade explosion in a first-person shooter game for
example, are generally avoided altogether or require extra trickery to work around the
constraints enforced by height fields. With the growing need for realism in interactive
applications comes the expectation of larger and more realistic terrains, which calls for a
more appropriate and convenient data representation to cater to this.
An alternative to height fields which has been widely used in the field of volume visualisation
is to represent terrain using isosurfaces. Isosurfaces are implicit surfaces defined by all
points in 3-dimensional space that lie at a constant density known as the isovalue, or α,
within a density field. Applying input influences to control the formation of this density field
allows essentially any desired arbitrary shape to be created, including both simple terrains
that are suited to height fields and volumetric terrains containing complex features. In terms
of terrain, any location with a density value smaller than α are considered to be above the
terrain surface, while locations with a density greater than α are underground. Evaluating
the density function f(x,y,z) removes the constraint associated with overhangs since multiple
positions can have the same density value, and densities themselves are not oriented in a
fixed direction like height displacements.
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Two simulated terrain examples illustrated in Figure 1-1 each attempt to replicate the
terrain described by an input volumetric terrain dataset using both terrain representations
explained above. As seen in Figure 1-1(a), the height field approach cannot interpret more
than one terrain intersection point, and hence why the complex features contained in the
dataset vanish completely. The correct result is demonstrated in Figure 1-1(b), which shows
the result produced by isosurfaces.
Given that both simple and complex terrains can be replicated using isosurfaces, this thesis
will address the original problem relating to complex terrain features by utilising the
isosurface representation.

a)

b)

Figure 1-1. A volumetric terrain input dataset represented by a) height fields, imitated with
the use of the density values (f(x,0,z) – y) to sample densities along the y = 0 plane as a
height field, and b) isosurfaces. Height fields produce an incorrect result, while isosurfaces
replicate the volumetric features specified by the dataset.

1.2

Goal And Motivation

In order to propose that isosurfaces are a suitable replacement terrain representation to
height fields, this thesis aims at achieving an overall goal of rapid generation of volumetric
terrain using isosurfaces. Due to the implicit nature of isosurfaces, the process of rendering
them to the screen is complicated by a costly generation process to convert density
information into a form that the renderer can understand. Height fields, in comparison, can
dynamically sample height values on-the-fly to displace pre-cached point grids.
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Large update regions that require the generation process to be run in real-time can be
problematic in practice for two reasons: modification and exploration.


Modification – 3D modellers desire quick feedback for any alterations made when
creating a terrain. To alleviate the laborious work involved with manual modelling
operations, procedural modelling is employed (Smelik et al. 2014); however,
procedural modifications affect the function of the terrain itself, resulting in a full
update and greatly increased feedback times.



Exploration – Users exploring the terrain require as little restriction as possible on
exploration speed via the application’s programmed viewing camera. Real-time
rendering of large terrains requires a level of detail (LOD) data structure to gradually
reduce terrain quality further away from the user’s viewing camera in the
application. Streaming also allows for a limited portion of terrain to be loaded at a
time, dynamically loading in more content as the user moves around the terrain. Due
to the frequent updates necessary for these functions, on top of the more expensive
generation pipeline, a restriction on the viewing camera’s maximum exploration
speed may be needed so that terrain updates can keep up.

In the field of volume visualisation, rapid isosurface generation has essentially already been
achieved. Efficient surface extraction methods exist to convert density data into a
renderable representation to be either rasterised (as triangles) or raytraced (using sparselydefined intersection information). Isosurface detection techniques help improve the
efficiency of surface extraction by avoiding much wasted computation processing the
sampled density data. Combining these two techniques result in extremely fast generation
times, especially when performed using the parallelism of the GPU (Schmitz et al. 2010).
This raises an interesting question: If isosurfaces can be generated fast enough for the
purposes of implementing volumetric terrain, why are they rarely used in such a manner?
Firstly, consider the screenshots in Figure 1-2. Isosurfaces are evaluated within a given
domain defining the total space in which they can exist. In Figure 1-2 (b), the domain is
broken into smaller blocks to establish a rough estimate of the isosurface terrain’s coverage;
in other words, how many of these blocks are active and contain terrain surface versus the
number of blocks in the domain.
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a)

b)

Figure 1-2. a) A volumetric terrain generated within a given domain (shown by the red
box). b) Terrain is generated a block at a time. Blocks are shown in green. The coverage of
the isosurface based on the number of active blocks containing terrain compared to the
total number of blocks in the domain is around 12%.

The theory proposed by this thesis is to do with the relationship between density sampling
frequency and the percentage of domain covered by isosurfaces. An isosurface
representation does not define the explicit locations of surfaces, so the solution taken by the
majority of previous works is to:


Sample densities on a regular lattice of location points covering the entire domain (as
seen in Figure 1-3), and then



Process every minimal cubic cell formed between these sampled density points
before determining which of these cells intersect the isosurface.

Performing excessive density sampling is not considered an issue in volume visualisation.
Sampling performs direct lookups into a voxel map, a pre-sampled 3D grid of density values
(note the term voxel tends to be ambiguous between meaning 3-dimensional sample points
or cells, and so it is excluded in this thesis except for “voxel maps”). The sampling and
analysis of all density values is also always done as a pre-process because the assumption is
made that the density field is static. Different isosurface densities can be visualised by
altering the isovalue, but this only invalidates the extracted surface and does not affect the
density field.
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a)

b)

Figure 1-3. Sample pattern used by previous works to locate isosurface in domain; always
100% of points due to lack of prior knowledge of where the isosurface resides.

The sample point count becomes an issue in the context of terrains. Voxel maps require a
significant amount of memory to store even a small volume of densities, and terrains are
much larger than the volumes voxel maps are designed to target. Compressed
representations such as compressed voxel stacks (Löffler, Müller & Schumann 2011; Lengyel
2010) and procedural density functions (Geiss 2007) are compulsory to meet a memory
budget for stored terrain on disk; however, these are far more costly to sample densities
from per sample point. Not only this, but modelling or modification causes changes to the
density field, which nullifies most isosurface detection works that achieve speed due to a
costly pre-processing of the density field since that pre-processing is now required
dynamically.
The sampling problem can be phrased to say that:
100% of the domain is sampled and processed regardless of the coverage of
the isosurface contained within it.
In other words, the sparser the isosurface within the domain, the more wasted density
samples are taken. This indicates that pure volumetric datasets, such as those used in
volume visualisation, are more suited to the isosurface data representation than terrains,
which generally have a small coverage (the example terrain with several volumetric features
in Figures 1-2 and 1-3 only has a coverage of approximately 12%); the domain can technically
be shrunk to better fit an assumption of the terrain’s overall height range, however all this
does is increase the coverage and avoid the problem at hand. Additionally, the simpler the
Page | 15

terrain, the more wasted computation occurs; the premise is made that this is a prime
reason height fields become the more attractive option.
The overall thesis goal is updated to aim for rapid generation of volumetric terrain using
isosurfaces regardless of its coverage in the domain.

1.3

Research Questions

A new sampling pattern within the domain is desired to reduce the number of sampled
densities required to locate isosurface-based terrain. For the main research question:
Research question 1: How can isosurfaces be dynamically located within a
given domain so that the evaluated area more closely matches the
coverage of the isosurface rather than the size of the domain?
The problem this question aims to solve is illustrated in Figure 1-4. Given no prior knowledge
of where the terrain is in the domain, a coverage-related predictive sampling pattern is
needed to avoid excess sampling in portions of the domain that are void of this terrain.
A second research question is derived from the first:
Research question 2: What influence does efficient isosurface detection
have over the performance of the generation pipeline as a whole with
respect to isosurface coverage within the domain?
Once a solution has been found to the first research question, it is necessary to establish
whether superfluous density sampling is responsible for any overhead computation
associated with running the full generation pipeline on extremely sparse height field-like
terrains.
To solve these questions, a prototypical volumetric terrain application is developed which
implements innovative sampling and processing strategies outlined in the remainder of this
thesis. These are used in concert with existing detection and extraction techniques to see if
improvements to the overall generation process are made.
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Figure 1-4. Visual representation of the problem the first research question aims at
solving.

1.4

Contributions

The main contribution of this thesis is an isosurface detection process that works at a higher
level for blocks of cells at a time which not only accomplishes overall improvements to
generation times for existing detection and extraction methods, but also exhibits coveragedependent performance gains. Three novel techniques that combine to form this process
are summarised below:


A block propagation approach to predicting active blocks containing the isosurface so
that a reduced number of blocks are sampled within the overall domain. A hybrid
tree-graph data structure allows a neighbour-based search from a set of known
active blocks which act as seed blocks for propagation along each isosurface; this
seed block list is much smaller than previous seed cell propagation methods.
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A new density sampling strategy for each block which results in a reduced number of
sampled densities before the block’s active state can be evaluated. Although it only
works for open isosurfaces on a per cell basis, the block-based decomposition of the
domain breaks up many of the closed isosurfaces into open isosurfaces. In terms of
volumetric terrain, for blocks which contain a large number of cells, this new
sampling strategy also helps to remove some of the “floating islands” that commonly
appear during noise-based procedural generation of the density field.



An alternative parallel algorithm for quickly classifying the active state of a set of
density values in relation to the isovalue. Given a set of n sampled densities in the
block,

a

high-speed

parallel

reduction

algorithm

requires

log(n)

thread

synchronisations in order to prevent corruption when writing output data due to race
conditions. In contrast, the proposed technique avoids thread synchronisation and
preserves the integrity of output data, resulting in a virtually instantaneous
computation per thread.

1.5

Thesis Structure

The structure of the remainder of the thesis is as follows. Previous works in literature
relating to isosurface detection are covered in chapter 2. Chapter 3 introduces the hybrid
tree-graph data structure used by the block-based propagation process, explained further in
chapter 4 along with the new sampling and classification steps per block. Chapter 5
describes implementation-specific conditions that remain fixed for testing. Various timingand quantity-based experiments with full analysis of relevant trends and behaviours are
carried out in chapter 6. Finally, chapter 7 answers the two research questions based on
obtained results, and discusses possible future directions deriving from this work.
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2. Previous Works
This chapter investigates related literature in the field of isosurface detection. A majority of
the discussion looks at active cell detection methods used in volume visualisation to perform
locate isosurfaces on a per-cell level. Some volumetric terrain examples are also covered
which introduce the notion of active block detection as a possible way to cut down cell
processing from a higher level.

2.1

Active Cell Detection

a)

b)

Figure 2-1. Active cell detection to obtain the cells that intersect the isosurface (green) in
a). b) shows the resulting active cells (light grey) amongst the inactive ones (dark grey).

Detection of active cells aims to avoid the sequential O(n) search for k active cells in a
volume or domain containing n cells in total (see Figure 2-1). This is achieved by minimising
as much computation on inactive cells as possible, which becomes increasingly important
the sparser the isosurface and the larger the input dataset. Schmitz et al. (2010) confirm that
such approaches lessen the bottleneck of the generation process closer to the size of the
isosurface rather than the size of the volume for voxel map datasets.
The following sub-sections describe three standard techniques used to solve the active cell
detection problem: range searches, contour propagation and parallelised stream
compaction.
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2.1.1 Range Search
Range search methods treat each cell as an independent value and eliminate inactive cells
through a value-based decomposition rather than a geometric one. They require the
computation of the minimum and maximum density value for each cell in the volume or
domain, and then use these two attributes to reduce the 3-dimensional problem down to 2
dimensions.
Giles and Haimes (1990) create two sorted lists containing cell minimum and maximum
densities respectively. The largest cell density range of all cells is calculated and used as a
deviation value in the active cell process. One of the sorted lists is traversed using a binary
search, and active cells are predicted by keeping all cells in this list which are within the
calculated deviation from the isovalue. As an optimisation for small isovalue modifications
less than the maximum cell density range, the process assumes most active cells should
remain active; depending on whether the isovalue change was positive or negative, one of
the two sorted lists append a small number of cells that satisfies an alternate test based on
the difference between old and new isovalues. The active cell list then culls any inactive cells
that don’t intersect the isosurface. Depending on the input dataset, using the largest cell
density range as a deviation value is generally unstable; large deviation values result in an
excess number of cells being predicted as active (which therefore produces a larger list to
linearly scan and eliminate the inactive cells), while small deviation values make it less likely
for the optimisation step to be executed (since this relies on isovalue changes smaller than
this deviation value).
Another representation of cell minimum and maximum density values as a point in a 2dimensional space known as Span Space is proposed (Livnat, Shen & Johnson 1996). All
points in Span Space lying within the zone bounded by minimum values less than the
isovalue and maximum values greater than the isovalue correspond to the set of active cells.
A kd-tree is constructed to sort the points by finding the median cell point, setting this as the
root node and then simultaneously ordering cells in each subtree based on their maximum
and minimum values. This method has the benefit of avoiding two separate lists and can
collect large subtrees of predicted active cells near the isovalue. The search for active cells
requires
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time.

Shen et al. (1996) replace the kd-tree with a regular 2D lattice for subdividing the Span
Space. Search time for active cells is improved to an average time of

,

where L is the horizontal or vertical resolution of the lattice specified by the user, with good
results reported for a value of L between 200 and 500. Lattice elements are grouped into five
different cases, two of which can instantly classify active or inactive cells respectively,
another two that require a binary search to find active cells only by evaluating their
maximums or minimums, and a single lattice element of cells which involve a min-max test
using one of the above two range search techniques. High resolution lattices allow for a
larger number of active cells to be collected; in order to avoid performance degradation due
to the larger number of inactive lattice elements, non-empty elements in each row are
linked together using pointers. A uniform distribution of cells is achieved by altering divides
in each lattice row according to an evenly subdivided sorted list of cell points.
2.1.2 Propagating Isosurfaces From Seed Cells
Another approach for discovering active cells is contour propagation, which exploits
neighbourhood connectivity information between different points of an isosurface contour.
If a cell is determined to intersect an isosurface, all other active cells containing the same
isosurface can then be found by tracing the contours in the direction of each intersected
face of this cell using a breadth first search. Repeating this process for each open or closed
contour will reproduce the entire isosurface by only visiting the k active cells in the domain.
In order for contour propagation to succeed, the starting active cells (known as seed cells) in
which propagation along each isosurface is executed need to be found first. This can
potentially be as complex to solve as the linear search problem which range search
techniques target.
Itoh and Koyomada (1995) calculate a set of seed cells for both closed and open isosurfaces.
For closed isosurfaces, an extrema graph is generated; this graph consists of extrema points,
which define all sampling points in the domain that have the minimum or maximum density
value within their local neighbourhoods, and arcs, which connect the extrema points. Each
arc stores a list of cells it passes through, as well as the overall maximum and minimum
density value for all cells in this list. Arc lists are traversed only if these maximum and
minimum values contain the isovalue, and all active cells found then become the seed cells
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for closed contours. For open isosurfaces (if they exist), sorted maximum and minimum cell
density lists are created for all boundary cells of the spatial domain, and then a simple range
search discovers the remaining seed cells using these lists. Arcs require a linear search for
seed cells, so the graph attempts to minimise the traversal cost by connecting extrema
points that are close together. However, in a worst case scenario for high frequency density
data, every sampling point can become an extrema point, which results in n arcs, each with
only a single cell. Also pre-processing requires visiting every cell in the domain to calculate
the extrema points.
2.1.3 Parallel Stream Compaction
With the rapid developments in graphics hardware, especially in recent years, many have
looked at exploiting the great amount of parallelism provided by today’s GPUs to quickly
process a set of elements, each running a similar procedure (as in a single instruction
multiple data, or SIMD, paradigm). In terms of active cell detection, cells can be assigned to
separate threads on the GPU, and then each cell is able to determine its active state
independent of other cells. Utilising the large number of GPU threads in this manner can
render strictly sequential algorithms (such as contour propagation) obsolete, since it is
possible to iterate over all n cells in parallel faster than all k active cells sequentially.
The linear search through an input stream of n cells to produce a shortened output stream
of k cells can be thought of as a stream compaction process. The process must be realisable
on the GPU in order to achieve the desired parallelism. Aside from geometry shaders,
however, GPUs lack the ability to discard elements in an input stream.
Geiss (2007) adopts the geometry shader for inactive cell culling and compaction of the
resulting output stream. Since the exact total number of active cells is unknown prior to
running the shader, a maximal-sized output buffer is required. Geometry shaders also
maintain the relative order of each active cell when reinserting them into the output stream,
which breaks some of the parallelism. Although this is more of an issue with larger output
sizes per element (NVIDIA Corporation 2008), other alternative stream compaction
algorithms are discussed which work around the restrictions of the GPU without such
dependencies between threads.
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One such algorithm is presented by Horn (2005) using a GPU-based prefix sum (or scan)
method. Given an input stream of binary states corresponding to active and inactive
elements, a prefix sum array is built which associates each input element with the running
sum up to that element. For active elements, this running sum is used as an index offset into
the output stream. The active elements and their offsets are then collected using a binary
search into the prefix sum array. Despite the ability to only visit active elements during
compression of the stream, the prefix sum calculation is rather slow, involving O(n log(n))
addition operations (log(n) more than a sequential scan of n elements). Harris, Sengupta and
Owens (2007) introduce a more efficient parallel reduction and down-sweep process to
create the prefix sum in O(n) operations. The binary search for active elements is also
replaced with a direct scattered write to the output stream; like geometry shaders, this then
requires iteration over all n input elements.
Another approach that shares some similarities to prefix sums is the Histogram Pyramid, or
HistoPyramid (Ziegler 2006). A parallel quadtree reduction is performed on a base-level
texture containing the binary states to create a MipMap-like pyramid, where texels in each
level hold the sum of four texels from the level below. For a list of output stream index
offsets, the matching active elements are found by traversing through the pyramid from top
to bottom along a path guided by partial running sums at each level. HistoPyramids benefit
from a fast parallel formation whilst also cycling only through active elements. Even though
a log(n) traversal step is still necessary, as opposed to the scattered writes used by Harris,
Sengupta and Owens (2007), HistoPyramids work better when only a small portion of the
input stream contain active elements; in the case of active cells for volumetric terrains, this
is quite common.
The main downside of HistoPyramids is the extra memory requirements due to storing each
level of the pyramid, as well as potential padding to make the base level texture side lengths
a power of two for the MipMap process. Evaluating the domain in smaller blocks at a time
can mitigate this issue (Dyken et al. 2008).

While many of the preceding active cell detection works demonstrate the applicability of
these three core techniques for quickly locating cells intersected by isosurfaces, all works
minimally involve the calculation and storage of information for every cell in the entire
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domain as a pre-processing step. Although the algorithms are designed to accelerate
isosurface updates triggered by isovalue changes, such changes only affect how the
underlying input dataset is interpreted to produce a new isosurface rather than physically
altering it, so the pre-processing only needs to occur once. On the other hand, it is necessary
to modify this dataset when modelling volumetric terrains, which will then re-invoke the
pre-process stage once for each modification; repetitive invocations can potentially threaten
interactive updating frequency.

2.2

Active Block Detection

a)

b)

Figure 2-2. Active block detection to determine the active blocks that, as a whole, intersect
the isosurface (green) in a). The light grey areas in b) represent the active blocks. Also note
the reduced amount of work for cells when entire blocks are culled (dark grey).

The O(n) complexity pre-processing dilemma that still arises with active cell detection does
so because of the lack of physical surface information provided by isosurfaces. The ideal
situation of exiting out of the generation process even earlier is difficult for this reason.
Another relatively unexplored perspective involves looking at the isosurface detection task
at a higher level for groups of cells at a time instead of operating solely at the granularity of
each cell (see Figure 2-2). A single group of cells is known as a block, and is often cubical in
shape. The term used by this thesis when establishing an active state on a per-block basis is
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active block detection. Decomposing the domain into blocks is already a common practice
used for culling of non-visible portions of the surface and confining update zones to localised
areas (Lengyel 2010).
Generating renderable surfaces for a single sub-section of the overall domain at a time also
automatically reduces the O(n) memory usage associated with active cell detection to O(m),
where m is the number of cells in a block; if the domain is subdivided into b blocks all
containing the same number of cells, then m = (n / b). Note that the same sampling pattern
of the density field is required to produce equivalent isosurfaces, and all sampling points will
eventually be visited (often more than once along block boundaries), so computation time
complexity is not improved. Regardless, this is the approach taken by Geiss (2007) to
perform their geometry shader-based selection of active cells on these smaller, successivelyvisited cell blocks. The overall active state of a block is determined by the total number of
active cells in that block, obtained with a simple GPU query, which is then used to decide
whether to continue the remainder of the generation process for the block. Aside from the
ability to work with smaller cache sizes, the earliest this procedure can opt out is still only
after the active cell detection step.
Active block detection can serve a better purpose if it is inserted as an extra step before
detecting active cells to allow for an even earlier escape condition. It should preferably be
faster to execute than the sum of individually tested cells, not only to quickly eliminate
inactive blocks, but to also minimise the extra enforced computation for active blocks
because of this extra step. A fairly recent volumetric terrain solution employs a parallel
reduction of the sampled block densities to find the block’s global maximum and minimum
density value, which are then compared against the isovalue to determine the block’s active
state just as they are for cells (Löffler & Schumann 2012); doing so on a per-block level
avoids the duplicate comparison operations between densities that occur at the per-cell
level due to sampling points being shared by up to 8 surrounding cells.
This new testing stage for blocks prior to locating active cells alleviates some of the linear
computation time for active cell detection by containing the process to the set of active
blocks in the domain. However, there is no method present in literature thus far which
resolves the cost of sampling and processing all density values for every block in the domain
regardless of how many blocks actually contain isosurfaces. The next two chapters discuss a
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new data structure and improved active block detection procedure using contour
propagation that work in unison to cater for this research gap for volumetric terrains.
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3. Octree-Graph Hybrid
The block-based contour propagation algorithm presented in the next chapter demands
traversal capabilities between neighbouring blocks in the domain. Unfortunately, compared
to fully connected graph-like structures such as clipboxes (Forstmann & Ohya 2011), tree
data structures lack a straight-forward way to perform such traversals. However, clipboxes
do not allow for efficient hierarchical culling of non-visible portions of the domain necessary
for real-time visualisation, and also wastefully generate excess geometry as a workaround to
cater for the shifting update mechanism of each clipbox level.
To make the best of both worlds, this chapter details the creation of a graph designed to
work with an existing CPU-based octree. Although many of the remaining discussions and
algorithms are explained specifically for an octree-based implementation, analogous
extensions to other similar data structures are likely applicable.

3.1

The Octree

A brief overview of typical core octree functionality suitable for a multi-purpose terrain
application is provided to lay out the foundation of how the framework for the domain is
built, as well as the correspondence between terrain updates and tree structure changes.
3.1.1 Constructing The Octree
The domain is decomposed into smaller blocks to prepare for the active block detection
methods described in the next chapter. For simplicity of this discussion, both the domain
and individual blocks are assumed to be cubes, with the domain being a multiple of a power
of two larger than the minimum block size in world space. The root node of the octree
represents the overall domain, while each leaf node coincides with a single block. The block
managed by each node is further decomposed into an isolated uniform grid of cells.
A node in the tree stores eight child node links, the position of the node’s minimum corner
(i.e. the corner with the smallest x, y and z coordinates) and the side width of the cubic block
it represents in world space. The choice of using a minimum corner with width rather than
the node’s centre position with half-width works well when translating and scaling the
normalised sampling grids introduced in section 4.1. Nodes also hold a reference to its set of
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buffers for storing generated surface geometry, which are allocated on demand from a pool
of pre-allocated buffers (see section 5.6) when the corresponding block is determined to be
active.
Starting with the root node, each node is recursively split into 8 smaller and equal-sized
nodes. This process continues until one of two conditions is met:


The block spanned by the node has reached a user-specified minimum size in world
space.



The extent of the block in screen space is less than or equal to a user-specified
number of pixels.

In particular, the second condition is what controls the level of detail distribution in a
distance-dependent manner from the viewing camera, illustrated in Figure 3-1. The number
of cells in nodes of differing levels in the octree remains constant; simply reducing the cell
count while preserving block size causes an excessive number of blocks to require updating,
which greatly affects generation speeds (Geiss 2007). Using a screen space extent threshold
builds physically larger blocks further away from the user, and attempts to make both near
and far blocks appear to be of equal size from their point of view, which therefore maintains
a roughly uniform quality level over the resulting terrain surface. The screen space extent
of a given node is measured using the perspective projection formula implemented by
Löffler, Müller and Schumann (2011):

where:


is the node’s block size in world space



is the distance between the viewer and the node



is the vertical field of view in radians



is the height of the viewing window in pixels
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Figure 3-1. Octree decomposition with distance-based level of detail distribution around
the user in the centre shown from a 2D point of view.

All leaf nodes in the newly built octree are then added to an update list, where the terrain
generation pipeline is run for each node in this list. More details of the update procedure are
provided shortly in section 3.1.2.
A cut-off distance is applied during node subdivision to allow dynamic content streaming for
a user-defined smaller volume (often based on visibility distance) within the domain (see
Figure 3-2). This is necessary for generating only a required portion of terrain at a time
rather than the whole terrain in full. The subdivision process is ended early when d exceeds
the visibility distance from the viewing camera for all nodes below the root node’s children.
A new flag is added to the node structure to prevent such terminated nodes from being
treated as leaf nodes when creating the update list.
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Figure 3-2. Same diagram as Figure 3-1 with cutoff distance applied (the orange ring).
Nodes outside of this zone are marked as out of bounds (dark grey).

3.1.2 Managing Terrain Updates
Every frame, an update procedure is run in between rendering of the terrain to add new or
invalidated nodes (if any) to the update list for regeneration. Modelling and exploring terrain
form dissimilar update zones in the domain, and hence must be handled in different ways in
the octree.
Modelling the terrain does not require any physical changes to the tree structure, as no
camera movement occurs to alter each node’s screen space extent. First time evaluations or
procedural modifications to the terrain simply perform a full update of all current leaf nodes.
Partial modifications using editing shapes and Boolean (CSG) modelling operations invalidate
all leaf nodes that the editing shape intersects.
Exploration of the terrain involves continuously merging and splitting leaf nodes (as shown in
Figure 3-3) so that they still match the desired threshold extent as the distance d in the
screen space extent formula for each node changes. To accomplish this, a similar process to
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that which constructed the octree is run, only new nodes are not created at each level of the
traversal. The following points dictate the procedure:


If the subdivision criteria are met, the current node is a leaf node. If the node also has
valid child nodes, a subtree exists and thus a merge needs to take place. All nodes in
the subtree below (and not including) the current node are destroyed and the
current node is then appended to the update list.



Additionally, if the subdivision criteria are met, and the current node was previously
considered out of bounds (in relation to the cut-off zone), its flag is reset and it is
then appended to the update list.



If a child node is reached when the subdivision criteria have not been satisfied, the
current node is split into smaller nodes. Its surface geometry is removed since it is no
longer a leaf node, and a subtree of new nodes is created by following the steps in
section 3.1.1. All leaf nodes in this new subtree are appended to the update list.

Now that the core functions of the octree have been covered, the inclusion of a graph data
structure can now be discussed.

Figure 3-3. Illustrating the merging and splitting of octree nodes.
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3.2

Adding The Graph

Leaf nodes in the octree are linked to other neighbouring leaf nodes to form a complete
connected graph for all blocks in the domain. These links are cached and reused until a node
undergoes a split or a merge, which restricts graph updates to the joining of newly-created
nodes in the update list to the existing graph. Because these updates also correspond to
octree structure changes, the graph remains constant for as long as the octree does, and
updates occur simultaneously. A 2D visualisation of the hybrid structure can be seen in
Figure 3-4.

Figure 3-4. The octree-graph hybrid simplified to a quadtree with basic neighbour links
(green) for clarity. Note the doubly-linked connection between tree nodes (blue) and their
parent nodes. Leaf nodes are also shown in light blue, and these have the generation
pipeline run for them. Connections are demonstrated among both equal and varying levels
of the tree.

To build the graph, nodes in the update list cycle through the 6 directions of potential
neighbours and perform the following steps:


Calculate the location ID of where the neighbouring node would be in the tree if it
existed.
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If the location ID is valid, use it to guide an upward and downward traversal of the
tree to find the neighbouring node.



Connect the two nodes.

These steps are explained further below.
3.2.1 Calculating The Neighbour Node’s Location
The first step involves determining the location of where a neighbouring node in a given
direction would be located in the octree, assuming it exists. This is accomplished by building
a location ID for all nodes upon creation, and applying intuitive bit twiddling operations on
these IDs to find other IDs without searching the tree. Although it is possible to calculate
these IDs implicitly on-the-fly without the added storage requirement per node, this is
avoided for the sake of improving performance and clarity of the following explanations.
The location ID is a dynamic array of node indices that specifies the traversal path through
the tree to a node. Starting from (and including) the root node, the node index at each level
of the tree down to the node in question is appended to the end of the ID; this also allows
for new nodes to take the location ID of the parent node and merely add on their local index.
For octrees, child node indices range from 0 to 7. A unique index of -1 is assigned to the root
node as it has no other siblings. Figure 3-5 demonstrates the creation of a simple location ID.

Figure 3-5. Determining the location ID of the black node for a quadtree simplification of
the octree. Root nodes assign an index of -1.
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A special ordering of child nodes facilitates a basic neighbour-finding process (see Figure 36). Index #0 is designated to the child with the same minimum corner point as the parent
node. The remaining seven node indices are arranged to coincide with 3-dimensional
indexing positions and vectors as binary numbers. For example, child node #0 has a local
index position of (0, 0, 0). If each component of this position is used as a single bit in a binary
number, the index position then becomes 000 in binary form. Converting this back to
numerical form returns 0 (hence why this node is labelled as index #0). To locate the node
immediately above child node #0, a vertical indexing vector of <0, 1, 0> is added to node #0’s
index position to obtain a 3D index of (0, 1, 0). In equation form:

Converting each component of the indexing vector to binary in the same way results in the
following binary operation:

Therefore, the node above child node #0 is node #2, because 010 in numerical
representation equals 2.

Figure 3-6. Special ordering of nodes used for neighbour-finding in the octree. The binary
(top number) and numeric (bottom number in brackets) indices per node are displayed.
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Such operations allow for the index of a neighbouring node to be found locally within the
same family of eight nodes. However, they do not prevent results outside of the valid 0 to 7
range. To cater for this, index wrapping is implemented by replacing the addition or
subtraction operator with a bitwise XOR (exclusive or) operator and using absolute value
index vectors only. Consider the following two example equations of calculating the index of
the node to the left of child node #0:
(incorrect – out of range)
000 ^ |–100| = 100 (correct – wrapping applied)
The first equation demonstrates the old method which, in this case, produces an out-ofrange index of -4, while the second equation successfully achieves a wrapped result of 4
using the XOR operator (denoted by ^) and a non-negative index vector. Although it appears
to have retrieved the index of the node in the opposite direction (to the right) instead, the
node on the left of child node #0 is indeed child node #4 in the neighbouring family of nodes.
An extra worked example with visual aids is provided in Figure 3-7.

Figure 3-7. An illustrated example of neighbour finding applied to two nodes in a quadtree
of uniform decomposition. The node in red attempts to find the green neighbour node.
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The above functionality can be utilised for any immediate neighbour, including those that
reside outside of the node’s family, by noting that the traversal paths of the two nodes
border one another at each level of the tree hierarchy up until the first common ancestor
shared by these nodes, and are equal for the remainder of both paths. Since the node’s
location ID holds all indices in this traversal path, applying an indexing vector to the last
element of the ID, and then repeating this process to each element in reverse until the result
stops wrapping around, produces the location ID of the neighbour in the direction of the
non-absolute index vector. Detecting if a wrap occurs for positive index vector components
involves checking if the corresponding neighbour bit of a node index becomes smaller, and
vice versa for negative components; neighbour nodes only require standard basis index
vectors that set a single component at a time, and so the per-bit testing is simplified to
verifying whether the node index as a whole is smaller or larger.
Once the location ID of a neighbour node has been acquired, it is validated to ensure that
the neighbour does in fact lie next to the node in question. Nodes dwelling on the
boundaries of the overall octree structure (i.e. along the domain border) that attempt to
calculate the location ID of a non-existent neighbour outside of these boundaries incorrectly
obtain the ID of a node from the other side of the domain rather than specifying that there is
no neighbour in that direction. This occurs because of the index wrapping mechanism, so an
extra check is enforced which prevents a wrapped node index after applying the index vector
to the second element of the location ID (which represents the level of nodes that are
children of the root node) and skips further processing of that neighbour instead.
3.2.2 Traversal To Find The Neighbour Node
The physical neighbour node object can be found by traversing downward from the root
node of the octree following the path laid out by its location ID (as in Figure 3-8(a)). With this
approach, traversal complexity is dependent on the depth of the tree as opposed to the
distance between the two nodes through the tree; in most circumstances, neighbouring
nodes will be contained under a smaller localised subtree, so it is not necessary to start at
the root node for every node search. However, a traversal process is still required to locate
the subtree’s starting node.
At the expense of an extra link stored in each node to form a doubly-linked connection with
their parent node, this traversal is accomplished by stepping up the tree from the original
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node to the lowest common ancestor (LCA) of the two nodes (which is also the root node of
the local subtree these two nodes share), and then moving back down to the neighbour
node (see Figure 3-8(b)). In terms of the location IDs, this means working backwards from
the end of the original node’s ID until the entries of both nodes match (in the same manner
as how the neighbour node’s location ID was first created) before continuing forwards from
the same entry in the neighbour node’s ID. The index of this matching entry, namely the
lowest common ancestor index, marks the point in which an implementation can decide
whether a downward or up-down traversal results in the least amount of steps: assuming a
zero-based indexing system, if the length of the original node’s location ID is less than
double this index, up-down traversal takes the shorter route, otherwise use downward
traversal only. The up-down method has a worst case scenario where traversal time is
doubled, but a best case scenario of only two steps for octrees of any depth.

a)

b)

Figure 3-8. a) Downward tree traversal to find the red node’s neighbour (green), and b) updown traversal from the red node to the green node, changing direction at the lowest
common ancestor (LCA) of the two nodes.

3.2.3 Connecting Neighbouring Nodes
As mentioned earlier, only leaf nodes of the octree are connected to form the graph
structure, as higher nodes do not run the generation process (although incorporating level of
detail blending between two levels being merged or split to reduce “popping” artifacts
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[Geiss 2007; Scholz, Bender & Dachsbacher 2013] is one exception to this). Linking nodes
allows the neighbour-finding algorithm to be performed between two given nodes just once;
while the location ID provides a means of locating a node in the octree, and up-down tree
traversals more often improve search times, a direct index to that node is still preferred to
speed up graph traversals and the viewing of neighbour node information.

Connecting neighbours at the same tree level

Figure 3-9. Doubly-linked connection between two neighbour blocks of same level,
demonstrating how the current node can determine the neighbour node’s in direction j’s
neighbour connection to add itself to via (5 – j).

Connections are made across up to six of the bordering faces of a block (illustrated in Figure
3-9), so an array of six neighbour node links is added to the node structure. Neighbours are
stored in a particular order as specified in Table 3-1. When a node stores its newly found
neighbour, the node is also stored in that neighbour’s neighbour list; this cuts down the
number of searches involved in a graph update by around half, as certain neighbour
directions can be skipped if a connection already exists from a previous linkage. The special
ordering allows an appropriate neighbour index to be found for both nodes, supporting easy
coupling and decoupling during the double-linking operation: for a node with a neighbour to
be linked at index j in the neighbour list, that neighbour can then add the node in its
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neighbour list at index (5 – j). Also note that neighbours in the negative vector directions
(indices 3, 4 and 5) state their binary index vectors in absolute value form, and therefore the
process must rely on a condition statement to control the outcome of index wrapping for
these vectors differently to positive vector directions (indices 0, 1 and 2) so that the correct
neighbour is obtained.

Table 3-1. Neighbour ordering table for a node’s six neighbour connections.
Neighbour
index
0
1
2
3
4
5

Direction of
neighbour
Right face
Top face
Back face
Front face
Bottom face
Left face

Vector direction /
indexing vector
+X
<1, 0, 0>
+Y
<0, 1, 0>
+Z
<0, 0, 1>
-Z
<0, 0, -1>
-Y
<0, -1, 0>
-X
<-1, 0, 0>

Binary
vector
100
010
001
001
010
100

Connecting neighbours at varying tree levels
The algorithm described connects leaf nodes residing at the same level of an octree. To cater
for the level of detail systems commonly used in terrain simulation, the graph must adapt to
leaf nodes at varying depths in the tree, which means a node may have one or more
neighbours in a given direction that are not of the same size as the node. This section
outlines the additions made to the graph system to provide these capabilities for
neighbouring nodes in the octree that differ by up to a single level (although the new
features can technically be extended to adapt to larger level differences at the cost of
exponentially greater memory usage and algorithmic complexity).
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Figure 3-10. Connecting octree nodes of varying levels via sub-connections on ports (the
small coloured boxes). Each connection holds four ports to connect to neighbours of a
lower level in the octree (red). Connecting neighbours one level up only set a single port
(green).

The restricted level of detail system allows for a single node to have a maximum of four
immediate neighbours along the same bordering face. Outgoing links are adjusted so that
they each contain four ports to allow for multiple connections to be made on a single link.
Ordering of these ports is arbitrary, as long as they match up between neighbours. While all
four ports are required to connect neighbours of a lower level in the tree (i.e. those that are
smaller in physical size), only one outgoing connection is necessary for neighbours at the
same or level above; in these cases, just the first port (port 0) is used. This simplifies testing
for whether any neighbour exists in a specific direction to solely checking port 0 rather than
all four ports. Figure 3-10 provides a visual representation of this connection process.
The neighbour-finding algorithm follows the premise that a leaf node exists specifically at
the position in the octree given by that node’s calculated location ID. Since this may no
longer be the case, a new set of rules are applied to govern how connections are formed in
each circumstance depending on the state of the node iterator when the traversal ends
(note that diagrams in Figure 3-11 correspond to each of the following dot points
respectively):
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If the iterator points to a null node, the neighbour is one level above the current
node. Note that the parent node can only be obtained through a second iterator
traversing synchronously with the first down the tree while one level behind, as the
null node cannot be dereferenced. The current node adds the neighbour at port 0,
and is added on an appropriate matching port in the neighbour node (depending on
the current node’s child index within its local family).



If the iterator points to a node that contains children, four neighbours reside one
level below the current node. The current node adds the four neighbours to
appropriate ports on the one connection. The neighbours all add the current node at
port 0.



If the iterator points to a leaf node, the neighbour is on the same level as the current
node. Each node adds the other at port 0.

a)

b)
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c)
Figure 3-11. Quadtree diagram of analogous octree operations when connecting the red
node to its neighbour. In a), the assumed neighbour node does not exist (green question
mark), and so the red node connects with the node above instead. In b), the assumed
neighbour contains a subtree, and the red node connects to all directly neighbouring
subtree nodes. In c), a standard connection between two neighbouring nodes (red and
green) at the same tree level occurs.

In each case, as before, a neighbour linked at connection index j links back to the current
node using connection index (5 – j). Decoupling a node from its neighbours also derives a
similar process, with the addition of unlinking individual ports for each direction.
Two lookup tables are provided to assist a generalised algorithm that covers all three of
these cases. The port index table (Table 3-2) is used when the neighbour node is one level up
to determine what port the current node is added to within the neighbour node in direction
j. The child index table (Table 3-3) is used when neighbour nodes are one level down to
establish which nodes (that are child nodes of the neighbour predicted by the location ID
during the neighbour search) connect to each of the current node’s ports in direction j.
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Table 3-2. Port index table used when neighbour node is one level up. Indexed by
table[direction][childIndex]. -1 represents port indices which are never used for the
combination of direction and child index.
Child index 
Direction = 0
Direction = 1
Direction = 2
Direction = 3
Direction = 4
Direction = 5

0
-1
-1
-1
0
1
1

1
-1
-1
1
-1
3
0

2
-1
3
-1
2
-1
3

3
-1
1
3
-1
-1
2

4
0
-1
-1
1
0
-1

5
1
-1
0
-1
2
-1

6
2
2
-1
3
-1
-1

7
3
0
2
-1
-1
-1

Table 3-3. Child index table used when neighbour nodes are one level down. Indexed by
table[direction][portIndex].
Port index 
Direction = 0
Direction = 1
Direction = 2
Direction = 3
Direction = 4
Direction = 5

0
1
4
0
5
7
4

1
0
0
4
1
3
5

2
3
5
2
7
6
6

3
2
1
6
3
2
7

In conjunction with these tables, two more lists that contain the neighbour node object(s)
being connected and the neighbour’s port(s) that the current node is to be attached to are
filled in for each connection once the connection case has been established. Pseudocode for
the full graph-building algorithm can be found in Algorithm 3-1.

Algorithm 3-1. Connecting all nodes in the update list to the existing octree graph (or
building a graph from scratch).
Function buildUpdateGraph()
===========================================================================
neighbourVectors[6] = { 4, 2, 1, 1, 2, 4 }
For each node i in updateList
For each direction j = [0, 6)
If i.neighbours[j][0] is not null
Skip to next loop iteration
End if
// (Section 3.2.1 – Calculating the neighbour node’s location) //
neighbourID = i.locationID
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idElementIndex = i.locationID.getLastElementIndex()
While idElementIndex > 0
localIndex = neighbourID[idElementIndex]
neighbourID[idElementIndex] = localIndex XOR neighbourVectors[j]
If j < 3 and neighbourID[idElementIndex] < localIndex
idElementIndex = idElementIndex – 1
Else if j >= 3 and neighbourID[idElementIndex] > localIndex
idElementIndex = idElementIndex – 1
Else
Break out of loop
End if
End while
outerBoundaryExceeded = false
If j < 3 and i.locationID[1] > neighbourID[1]
outerBoundaryExceeded = true
Else if j >= 3 and i.locationID[1] < neighbourID[1]
outerBoundaryExceeded = true
End if
If outerBoundaryExceeded = true
For each port k = [0, 4)
i.neighbours[j][k] = null
End for
Skip to next loop iteration
End if
// (Section 3.2.2 – Traversal to find the neighbour node. Only up-down //
// traversal is shown here) //
assumedNeighbour = i;
currentLevel = i.locationID.getLength() – 1
While currentLevel > 0
If i.locationID[currentLevel] does not equal neighbourID[currentLevel]
assumedNeighbour = assumedNeighbour.parent
currentLevel = currentLevel – 1
Else
Break out of loop
End if
End while
currentLevel = currentLevel + 1
assumedNeighbourParent = null
Start do-while
If assumedNeighbour is not null
assumedNeighbourParent = assumedNeighbour
childIndex = neighbourID[currentLevel]
assumedNeighbour = assumedNeighbour.child[childIndex]
currentLevel = currentLevel + 1
Else
Break out of loop
End if
Do-while currentLevel < i.locationID.getLength()
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// (Section 3.2.3 – Connecting neighbour nodes) //
connectionCount
neighbourPorts[4]
neighbourNodes[4]
If assumedNeighbour = null
connectionCount = 1
childIndex = i.locationID.getLastElement()
neighbourPorts[0] = portIndexTable[j][childIndex]
neighbourNodes[0] = assumedNeighbourParent
Else if assumedNeighbour.hasChildren() = true
connectionCount = 4
For k = [0, connectionCount)
neighbourPorts[k] = 0
childIndex = childIndexTable[j][k]
neighbourNodes[k] = assumedNeighbour.child[childIndex]
End for
Else
connectionCount = 1
neighbourPorts[0] = 0
neighbourNodes[0] = assumedNeighbour
End if
For k = [0, connectionCount)
i.neighbour[j][k] = neighbourNodes[k]
neighbourNodes[k].neighbour[5 – j][neighbourPorts[k]] = i
End for
End for
End for
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4. Active Block Detection

a)

b)

Figure 4-1. Summary comparison between a) previous density sampling approaches and b)
the proposed approaches combined. Blue points represent locations that are correctly
sampled because the block is active. Red points show points sampled for inactive blocks.
Seed blocks to begin a block-based propagation are shown in yellow.

Having a means of escaping the generation procedure early for a particular block of cells if
the block as a whole is found to be inactive can achieve significant performance gains.
Despite the vast array of isosurface-based implementations that successfully utilise active
cell detection to reap these performance gains, it is concluded that the largely excessive
sampling of density values in the domain, as well as pre-processing employed to speed up
the detection of active cells, becomes problematic in the context of volumetric terrains
where the sampling time is more costly and the density field can be manipulated. This makes
many existing works in volume visualisation inapplicable, and yet the majority of recent
volumetric terrain solutions recycle similar solutions without considering these issues.
This chapter discusses an enhanced active block detection procedure that focuses on
spending little to no time processing larger volumes of cells which, as a whole, are
considered to be inactive (or void of isosurface). The first two sections demonstrate
techniques that work in unison to increase the productivity of working at a higher level; the
sample point count required to classify a block’s active state is reduced, and an efficient and
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basic parallel reduction alternative ensures quick processing of the sampled densities at
these points. The third section introduces a contour propagation process extended to work
at a per-block level – made possible with the octree-graph data structure detailed in chapter
3, plus a suitable choice of seed blocks for different update types – that allows for inactive
areas to be predicted and skipped altogether, and is greatly responsible for coveragedependent detection performance improvements. These techniques complement existing
generation approaches and can be combined or applied individually. Like Löffler and
Schumann (2012), active cell detection is also restricted to active blocks only. A comparison
between this and previous work in terms of density sampling can be seen in Figure 4-1.

4.1

Sampling Densities

The first strategy aims at avoiding as much wasted density sampling as possible when visiting
blocks that are empty. A more conservative sampling procedure is needed to support rapid
evaluation of compressed input data representations necessary for the storage of extensive
density-based volumetric terrains on disk.
Single instruction single data (SISD) implementations require O(n) time to compute n density
values. Scholz, Bender and Dachsbacher (2013) report a significant bottleneck when
performing the density sampling stage for a procedurally-generated volumetric terrain on
the CPU. Parallel hardware (e.g. GPUs) once again helps alleviate the cost associated with
the sequential evaluation, but there are still far more points in the domain than the number
of cores available even on today’s high-performance GPUs, so the enormous sample point
count still remains a problem.
4.1.1 Current Sampling Approach
A set of density values are sampled for one block at a time, and are also cached for the
length of that block’s generation process as multiple duplicate samplings of a potentially
expensive density function can be very costly. For a block of n3 cells, current approaches
sample the density field on a regular grid of (n + 1)3 sampling points. Extra surrounding
sample points belonging to neighbouring blocks are needed to produce consistent normal
vectors across block boundaries, as the typical method of computing these vectors at a given
point is to estimate the gradient of the density function using central differences between
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densities parallel to the world basis axes. Other requirements may necessitate a larger
number of extra sampling points, such as density field filtering (Löffler, Müller & Schumann
2011) and ambient occlusion using raycasting (Geiss 2007), but for now only a single border
layer of additional points are considered to supplement those belonging to the block,
forming a total sampling grid of (n + 3)3 points per block.

Figure 4-2. Block of sampling points with single border. Only blue points contribute to the
active state of the block. Red points belong to neighbour blocks, but are required for
correct surface normal calculations.

Similar to how the active state of a cell is established by those sample points defining the
cell, the active state of a block of cells is defined by the state of the (n + 1)3 of points
comprising those cells, so supplementary points do not take part in this classification stage
(explained further in section 4.1.2) as they are not bounded by, or do not specifically belong
to, the block in question (as seen in Figure 4-2). This also implies that, rather than sampling
all block and supplement density values in one pass (i.e. step), the density sampling stage
can be separated into two passes, where the second pass obtains the supplementary
densities if the block is determined to be active. While this does provide a minor
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optimisation, the next section introduces a new sampling strategy based on this multi-pass
idea that cuts the sample point count greatly for the first pass.
4.1.2 The Block Border Approach
Recalling back to the analysis of seed cell generation systems for cell-based isosurface
contour propagation in section 2.1.2, isosurfaces contained within a block can be identified
as either “closed”, where the entire contour of a given isosurface does not exit the bounds
of the block, or “open”, where the isosurface penetrates the block boundaries. In the field of
volume visualisation, it is normally a priority to preserve both closed and open isosurfaces
when extracting renderable surface information. Terrains, however, have a fixed property
that any two points on the terrain surface (no matter how far apart) must be connected by
the same surface contour; in other words, assuming either a flat or spherical planet larger
than the size of the domain, only open contours are possible (since closed contours equate
to floating islands). This property can be exploited to reduce the number of sampling points
needed to classify a block as inactive without a false positive result occurring.

Figure 4-3. Sample point grid for the block border approach. Only points along the borders
of the block (blue), not referring to outside boundary points, are used to determine the
active state of the block, and all remaining points (red) are sampled only if the block is
then classified as active.
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The boundary cells of a block are all that is required to build a seed cell set that can
reproduce all open isosurfaces inside the block through cell-based contour propagation (Itoh
& Koyomada 1995). If this is the case, a seed set size of zero indicates that there are no open
isosurfaces within the block. An analogy can be made in terms of density sampling and
terrain: solely the density values at sample points along each border face of the block need
to be analysed to infer whether the terrain intersects the block. This comprises the new first
sampling pass, while the second pass simply obtains the remaining density values to fill the
density grid as before if the block is active (as illustrated in Figure 4-3). The preceding
process maintains the same sample count for active blocks, and cuts it down to 6(n + 1)2 –
12n – 4 points for inactive ones. The effect of this approach for a full domain can be seen in
Figure 4-4.

Figure 4-4. Block border sampling approach applied to a full domain of blocks. Note the
reduced sample point wastage (red).

Rejecting density values within the block borders from having any influence on the block’s
active state outcome has the added benefit of culling a large portion of closed isosurfaces
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(or floating islands) if they do exist in the input dataset, which is a common occurrence when
the dataset is generated procedurally using noise-based methods. The block-based
propagation algorithm discussed in section 4.3 also aids this culling, as it too ignores closed
isosurfaces. Two factors prevent all floating islands from being eliminated:


Islands that intersect a block’s bounding face are sliced into two or more open
surfaces.



When a block is classified as active, the rest of the block is sampled in full and any
closed contours will still be preserved inside that block.

Another proposed alternative involves sampling along several casted rays from all active
cells in the domain to work out if local vicinities are small enough to be floating islands
(Geiss & Thompson 2007). In comparison, the new sampling strategy presented in this
section accomplishes a similar goal while decreasing computation time rather than adding to
it.
The size and resolution of the block have a significant effect on these capabilities. For cells of
a fixed extent in world space, increasing the overall block size to hold more cells helps to
erase more floating islands for inactive blocks at the expense of a higher number of wasted
density samples. In contrast, since it is often of essence to retain as many closed isosurfaces
as possible for non-terrain input datasets, a decreased block size with fewer cells achieves an
inverse effect with the consequence of limited geometry batch sizes and a bloated block
count.
4.1.3 Other Approaches
One could expect that more approaches exist that use even less sample points than the
block border method to reliably conclude that a block is inactive. Avoiding duplicate
sampling of border face points shared by two blocks is such an example, and is covered later
in section 4.3.2.
A dramatic sample point count decrease can be achieved by treating the block as one large
cell; taking just the eight density values at each corner of the block and testing these in the
same way as cells can cater for a decent majority of intersection variations with the block.
Unfortunately, isosurfaces that enter and exit the block along the same border face cause
the density values at either end of face edges to both be above or below the isovalue, and so
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the entire block can be mistakenly culled even when it is active. Additional sample points are
needed along border faces to accurately detect these surfaces, like with the block border
approach, which results in no improvement in wasted time for inactive blocks. Active blocks
can indeed establish their active state faster, where all remaining density values are then
sampled in the same way and still no improvement occurs in this case either.
Performing the block border strategy at a lower resolution is another option. A subdivisionstyle pattern can be applied to sample at gradually higher resolutions to prevent incorrect
inactive block classifications. Although level of detail attempts a similar task by spreading out
sampling points farther from the viewing camera, the resolution of all blocks remain
constant. For the same reasons as the corner sampling method, this approach also does not
enhance the situation for either block type without removing the guarantee of an accurate
classification.
Because of these issues, the above alternatives are not chosen in preference to the block
border approach for use in this thesis. Visual representations of a number of these failed
sampling approaches in comparison to the block border sampling approach can be seen in
Table 4-1.
Table 4-1. Various sampling patterns for different isosurface configurations (green)
indicate the resulting block classification (tick for active, cross for inactive).
Block borders detect regular terrains intersecting
through any of the block bounding faces. The
isosurface

intersecting

the

left

face

could

potentially be a floating island, or closed
isosurface, sliced into an open one.
Floating rocks contained purely within a block
result in an inactive classification for the block, and
so the block is culled.
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Using the block border approach doesn’t eliminate
all floating islands. If a floating island exists, but
other portions of the isosurface intersect the
block’s border faces, the block is classified as
active and the island is preserved.
Treating the eight block corners in the same way
as a cell classification can detect basic terrain
intersections with the block using far less sampled
densities.

The block corner approach does not pick up on
isosurfaces which enter and exit the block solely
along block border faces (i.e. without crossing a
corner). This results in holes in the final terrain
surface.
Even a reduced or subdivision sampling approach
can falsely classify blocks as inactive when they are
active, such as in the case of this icicle-like ceiling.

The same isosurface case as the previous example
is correctly determined to be active using the fullresolution block border sampling approach.
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4.2

Classifying Blocks

The second strategy is to further optimise the processing of all density values in a block once
they have been sampled. A classification of the block’s active state is defined depending on
the range of these density values in relation to the isovalue. While a basic sequential search
to find the maximum and minimum of a cell’s eight density values is acceptable, doing so for
a whole block calls for a more efficient alternative.

Figure 4-5. The two parallel reductions required to reduce a set of densities to find the
highest (max) and lowest (min) density values. Red arrows indicate executed threads. Note
that only four out of eight threads are required to begin the reduction from the top level.

Sequential searches cycle through all n density values in the density buffer and keep track of
the running maximum and minimum densities. As with many solutions described previously,
performing these checks in parallel can greatly improve performance. This algorithm, as is,
introduces race conditions when all threads attempt to update the overall maximum or
minimum variable at the same time. Löffler and Schumann (2012) use a parallel reduction to
overcome this; assuming their reduction is performed like the parallel scan algorithm (Harris,
Sengupta & Owens 2007) they implemented for other tasks in the generation pipeline (in
which the first part involves a reduction step), the pseudocode for deriving both values in
this way is shown in Algorithm 4-1, with a visual demonstration in Figure 4-5.
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Algorithm 4-1. Parallel reduction to find overall maximum and minimum density values in
the density buffer. Note that at least two density values are required for comparison in
this algorithm. Also assumes that the density buffer has been copied into two temporary
buffers that can be manipulated without losing the original density data (to simplify the
presentation of this algorithm). Number of threads executed is half of densityCount.
Input:
densityCount
Total number of densities.
maxBuffer
Buffer in which the maximum value reduction is performed.
minBuffer
Buffer in which the minimum value reduction is performed.
threadID
Index of current thread.
Output:
maximumDensity
Output slot for the maximum density result.
minimumDensity
Output slot for the minimum density result.
i=1
While i < densityCount
writeIndex = 2 * i * threadID
If writeIndex < densityCount
If maxBuffer [writeIndex] > maxBuffer [writeIndex + i]
maxBuffer[writeIndex] = maxBuffer [writeIndex]
Else
maxBuffer[writeIndex] = maxBuffer [writeIndex + i]
End if
If minBuffer [writeIndex] < minBuffer [writeIndex + i]
minBuffer[writeIndex] = minBuffer [writeIndex]
Else
minBuffer [writeIndex] = minBuffer [writeIndex + i]
End if
End if
synchroniseThreads()
i=i*2
End while
maximumDensity = maxBuffer[0]
minimumDensity = minBuffer[0]

There are a few notable problems that can be seen with the parallel reduction approach.
Firstly, to prevent data corruption, each pair of threads performs a comparison
independently from other thread pairs, followed by a comparison of those results in pairs,
and so forth. This is analogous to building a binary tree in reverse, where the root element
contains the solution. Although it doesn’t introduce additional operations to the sequential
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search, log(n) thread synchronisations are still required. Secondly, since reductions derive
one solution at a time, two reductions are necessary to obtain the maximum and minimum
of a set of densities. While reductions can be achieved in the one linear buffer or array, this
causes up to half of the original density data to be overridden, which is unsuitable if two
reductions are needed. Another option involves performing the first iteration of each
reduction into a second buffer, but then duplicated code (one comparing density buffer
values and a second comparing temporary buffer values) is necessary. For clarity, Algorithm
4-1 makes the assumption that both reductions happen together and in temporary buffers
holding copies of the original density data.
Despite the rapid execution times that parallel reductions can still manage with careful
structuring to maximise productivity on specific hardware (Young 2010), there is still room
for improvement in terms of performance and ease of implementation. A new parallel
reduction solution is introduced next which attempts to target both of these factors.
4.2.1 The PROBS Algorithm
The proposed reduction method, called the Parallel Reduction Of Boolean States (or PROBS)
algorithm, successfully accomplishes a direct parallelisation of the sequential search
approach without corruption of the output data due to race conditions between multiple
threads. The new algorithm can be seen visually in Figure 4-6. To compute the block
classification using the prior methods involves evaluating the condition:
(minimumDensity <= isovalue < maximumDensity)
The actual amount the maximum density exceeds the isovalue, or how far the minimum
density lies below the isovalue, is irrelevant; all that is required when classifying a block is
knowing whether at least one density value in the set of densities is above the isovalue, and
at least one below. Of course, in volume visualisation, it is usually useful to preserve the
actual maximum and minimum values so that they can be reused for isovalue changes, but it
has already been discussed that altering the density field in any way nullifies these values
anyway. Since isovalue changes are treated as just another form of manipulation to the
isosurface so that density values must be recomputed, some practical simplifications to
classification can be made.
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Figure 4-6. Illustration of the PROBS algorithm and how it evaluates the state of a set of
densities. Threads are shown by green arrows. The bottom two elements represent the
zero-based slots that are set to ‘1’ by multiple threads depending on their Boolean state
established by where they lie in relation to the isovalue. If both values are set to ‘1’, the
set of densities intersects the isovalue (α = 5.5 is chosen in this example).

Much like marching cube cases (Lorensen & Cline 1987), a Boolean state of 1 or 0 can be
used to establish whether densities lie above or below the isovalue. This is generalised even
further so that a value of 1 meets the given condition, while a value of 0 does not. The
conditions, as mentioned above, are whether densities exist above and below the isovalue.
Two memory slots are allocated for these conditions, both of which must be initialised to
zero in order to work. Each thread indexes a single density value and writes a ‘1’ to one of
these two slots depending on which condition is satisfied. Since the conditions are inverses
of each other, the density value only needs to evaluate one of them. If all threads follow this
same algorithm in parallel, one or both slots will have several threads attempting to write to
them at the same time; however, the integrity of the resulting data in each slot is preserved
irrespective of how many threads set a slot to ‘1’, since all that matters is that a slot holds a
value of 1 if that condition is met.
Pseudocode for the PROBS algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4-2. Both slots have been
combined into an array of two elements (maxMinSlots) which allows easy indexing to clear
the slots to zero. A block is considered active if both slots have been written to; as it is
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impossible for neither condition to be satisfied, the active state test is reduced to one
comparison:
(maxMinSlots[0] == maxMinSlots[1])
Although regular parallel reductions can be executed using half the threads needed for this
algorithm, it can be seen in the pseudocode that the log(n) thread synchronisations been
removed (minus one synchronisation for after the clear step). Furthermore, the algorithm
itself is more basic than directly parallelising the sequential search for the maximum and
minimum densities. Assuming no interfering settings that cause the serialisation of
conflicting threads, execution time for this algorithm should (theoretically) be virtually
instantaneous for as many threads that can be run asynchronously.

Algorithm 4-2. The PROBS reduction algorithm which establishes whether one or more
density values lie both above and below (less than or equal to) the isovalue. Number of
threads executed is equal to the number of densities in the density buffer (i.e.
densityCount).
Input:
densityBuffer
threadID
(new) isovalue
Output:
(new) maxMinSlots[2]

Total number of densities.
Index of current thread.
Current isovalue to evaluate densities against.
Two Boolean slots representing whether a density value exists in
one half of the range above the isovalue, and whether a density
value exists in the other half of the range.

If threadID < 2
maxMinSlots[threadID] = 0
End if
synchroniseThreads()
If densityBuffer[threadID] > isovalue
maxMinSlots[0] = 1
Else
maxMinSlots[1] = 1
End if
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4.3

Traversing Blocks

The third and final strategy involves making logical predictions as to which blocks the terrain
surface will not pass through without performing any sampling or processing of densities
belonging to these blocks. It exploits the fact that propagation approaches to active cell
detection can be used to adaptively sample the density field only locally to the isosurface,
but don’t because the rest of the density field requires pre-processing to preserve closed
isosurfaces. Since terrains are restricted to open isosurfaces, localised sampling is feasible.
The sampling vicinity is broadened to a block of cells corresponding to an octree leaf node,
and traversal follows the contour of the terrain surface at a block level to target quick
rejection of large, inactive spaces.
The block-based contour propagation solution is broken down into two variations, each with
specific rules to guide traversal through the octree graph. Ways of building seed blocks
which take into account the shape of update zones and act as starting paths for the
traversals are also discussed.
4.3.1 Block-Based Contour Propagation – Version 1
The usual update procedure involves a linear traversal through the update list, cycling
through each node and running the generation pipeline per node. Updating all new or
invalidated nodes in a graph, however, is more complex due to the numerous ways these
nodes can be visited. A simple breadth first search is used to ensure that all nodes in the
graph which require processing are visited accordingly.
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Figure 4-7. Comparison between 9 (3x3) blocks visited linearly and using breadth first
search from the top left block.

Unlike the linear update list, the breadth first search must manage multiple traversal paths
at once. New paths are added to the back of a queue, while the next path to process is taken
from the front of the queue. As the most recently added node in that path is the one which
needs to have its outgoing paths explored, each path of nodes is held in a stack so that the
top node can be popped off the stack per iteration. To avoid duplicate traversals through a
node in the graph, the node must internally store a flag to track whether it has already been
visited by another path. Every node in the update list is pre-initialised to an ‘unvisited’ state,
and is then set to ‘visited’ the first time they are reached by a traversal path. The traversal
order in which nodes are visited and processed in a breadth first search is shown in Figure 47 in comparison to the linear update list.
An overview of the update procedure is provided in Algorithm 4-3. For update zones caused
by camera movement (i.e. level of detail or streaming changes), update list nodes must first
build a graph to connect each other and themselves to the existing graph as explained in
section 3.2. A set of seed blocks is also generated to begin the block-based propagation
along the terrain surface; in order to avoid complicating explanations, this will be properly
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covered later in section 4.3.3, and a generalised function which fills the traversal path queue
with a series of starting paths is assumed for now.

Algorithm 4-3. Updating terrain using graph traversal instead of cycling through nodes in
the linear update list.
Function updateTerrainWithGraphs(updateType)
===========================================================================
traversalPathQueue
currentPath
If updateType = level of detail update or streaming update
buildUpdateGraph() // See Algorithm 3-1
End if
For each node i in updateList
i.visited = false
End for
createSeedBlockSet(updateType, traversalPathQueue)
// See Algorithm 4-6
While traversalPathQueue.empty() = false
currentPath = traversalPathQueue.front()
traversalPathQueue.pop()
currentNode = currentPath.top()
// See Algorithm 4-4 or 4-5
processNode(traversalPathQueue, currentPath, currentNode)
End while
clearUpdateList()

The processNode() function is where all active block detection methods presented so far
come into play. The current node executes the generation pipeline and then adds neighbour
nodes to new path stacks that are appended to the traversal path queue. While all unvisited
neighbours are investigated for a full breadth first search of all updatable nodes in the graph,
a new rule is introduced to carry out the first version of the block-based propagation
solution:
Propagation version 1 rule: If the current node’s block is classified as active,
explore all surrounding neighbours that have not yet been visited.
Otherwise, do not traverse any further along the current path.
Simply preventing traversal along neighbours of an inactive node restricts the breadth first
search to nodes whose blocks lie on or close to the terrain surface, and hence a large
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reduction in the number of nodes that need to be visited is accomplished the less the
terrain’s isosurface covers the domain. The improved sampling strategy and PROBS
algorithm covered earlier in this chapter provide the capability of fast block classification
necessary for this propagation rule to control traversal in such a way. This version of
propagation is also compatible with the sampling patterns used by previous volumetric
terrain solutions, given that the state of the block as a whole can still be determined.
Propagation paths and sampling outcomes for this method can be seen in Figure 4-8.

a)

b)

Figure 4-8. Block-based propagation version 1 with assumed starting blocks. a) Visited
nodes are indicated by black squares, the aqua square indicates the current node, orange
squares are the nodes added to the traversal path queue and light grey squares are
unvisited blocks. b) An overview of the sampled densities in the full domain using this
approach. Assumed seed blocks are shown in yellow. Note the extra border of inactive
blocks visited surrounding the active blocks.

The pseudocode for version 1 of processNode() is given in Algorithm 4-4. Note that
sampleDensities() receives a set of sample points as input and fills in the corresponding
indices in the density buffer with newly-sampled densities without invalidating density data
that is not overridden. The node object currentNode has an additional member flag
requiresUpdate whose purpose is ignored until later when discussing seed block generation
in section 4.3.3; however, it is still included here for completeness. Additionally, as surface
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extraction is not a major focus of this thesis, it is abstracted away into a single function
surfaceExtraction().

Algorithm 4-4. Processing a node and block-based contour propagation version 1.
Function processNodeV1(traversalPathQueue, currentPath, currentNode)
===========================================================================
currentNode.requiresUpdate = false
densityBuffer = sampleDensities(borderGrid)
blockState = blockClassification(densityBuffer, borderGrid)
If blockState = inactive
Exit function
End if
densityBuffer = sampleDensities(remainingGrid)
For each direction j = [0, 6)
For each port k = [0, 4)
If currentNode.neighbour[j][k] = null
Skip to next loop iteration
Else if currentNode.neighbour[j][k].visited = true
Skip to next loop iteration
Else
currentNode.neighbour[j][k].visited = true
currentPath.push(currentNode.neighbour[j][k])
traversalPathQueue.push(currentPath)
currentPath.pop()
End if
End for
End for
surfaceExtraction(densityBuffer, currentNode)

4.3.2 Block-Based Contour Propagation – Version 2
A downside of the first version of block-based contour propagation is that it doesn’t
explicitly check whether an active block’s terrain surface passes through the bordering plane
dividing two neighbours before the path to that neighbour block is added to the traversal
path queue; rather it only estimates that the surface could pass through to surrounding
blocks. An amendment is made to the original propagation rule to produce a second
improved variation of the algorithm:
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Propagation version 2 rule: If the current node’s block is classified as active,
only unvisited neighbour blocks in which this block’s terrain surface crosses
through to are explored.
This is the same rule that cell-based propagation follows at a cell level. It prevents traversal
from an active block to a neighbouring block that is not guaranteed to contain the same
isosurface; although that neighbour can be penetrated by isosurfaces through its other
bordering planes, a node from one of those directions will still visit the neighbour
accordingly in such a situation. Propagation paths and sampling outcomes for this method
can be seen in Figure 4-8.

a)

b)

Figure 4-9. Block-based propagation version 2 with assumed starting blocks. a) The same
node colours apply as in Figure 4-8. Now that individual block border planes can be
classified at a time, only one node (along the points of the blue active face) is added to the
traversal path queue. Neighbours in the directions of red point inactive faces are not
added. b) An overview of the sampled densities in the full domain using this approach.
Assumed seed blocks are shown in yellow. In a perfect scenario with only correct seed
blocks, no excess blocks are visited.

In order for this functionality to work, the block border sampling approach’s sample grid
must be broken up into six planes so that intersection of the terrain surface with chosen
block boundaries can be tested. This new array of sampling grids is arranged to coincide with
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the special neighbour ordering used in section 3.2.1, allowing for convenient indexing
capabilities. All grids are of equal dimensions, although a drawback of this is resultant
duplicate sampling points along block edges and corners.
When a block is found to be active, all neighbour blocks in which this block’s surface crosses
into are therefore active as well, and so the block classification stage is required just to
determine traversal paths from these blocks. This means that, once a block has been preclassified as active, sampling and classifying border planes is only necessary in the directions
of unvisited neighbours rather than all six directions; the remaining planes and inside-block
density are then sampled afterward. To avoid being wrongly classified as inactive if the
overall state of these unvisited neighbour planes is inactive, the node belonging to the block
must be physically marked as active when first added to the traversal path queue. As per the
discussion in section 4.1, blocks which haven’t been pre-classified must sample and process
a minimum of all six border planes.
After a node has been processed, neighbour paths in the direction of tested border planes
classified as active are appended to the traversal path queue. The full algorithm for the
version 2 propagation can be found in Algorithm 4-5.

Algorithm 4-5. Processing a node and block-based contour propagation version 2.
Function processNodeV2(traversalPathQueue, currentPath, currentNode)
===========================================================================
planesToCheck[6] = { true, true, true, true, true, true }
For each direction j = [0, 6)
If currentNode.active = true
If currentNode.neighbour[j][0].visited = true
planesToCheck[j] = false
End if
End if
End for
node.requiresUpdate = false
planesSampled[6] = { false, false, false, false, false, false }
activeBlockFound = false
For each direction j = [0, 6)
If planesToCheck[j] = false
Skip to next loop iteration
End if
densityBuffer = sampleDensities(borderPlane[j])
planesSampled[j] = true
blockState = blockClassification(densityBuffer, borderPlane[j])
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If blockState = active
currentNode.active = true
Else
planesToCheck[j] = false
End if
End for
If currentNode.active = false
Exit function
End if
For each direction j = [0, 6)
If planesSampled[j] = true
Skip to next iteration of loop
Else
densityBuffer = sampleDensities(borderPlane[j])
End if
End for
densityBuffer = sampleDensities(remainingGrid)
For each direction j = [0, 6)
If planesToCheck[j] = true
For each port k = [0, 4)
If currentNode.neighbour[j][k] = null
Skip to next loop iteration
Else if currentNode.neighbour[j][k].visited = true
Skip to next loop iteration
Else
currentNode.neighbour[j][k].visited = true
currentNode.neighbour[j][k].active = true
currentPath.push(currentNode.neighbour[j][k])
traversalPathQueue.push(currentPath)
currentPath.pop()
End if
End for
End if
End for
surfaceExtraction(densityBuffer, currentNode)

4.3.3 Choosing Seed Blocks
Suitable seed blocks responsible for beginning either propagation method along each terrain
isosurface must be found from those given in the update list. Although each disjoint update
zone expects its own set of seed blocks, working at the block level results in far fewer
potential seeds and a much smaller search involved to find them in comparison to cell-based
seed sets. The use of level of detail can increase these advantages since fewer blocks occupy
the domain.
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 4-10. Seed blocks (yellow) in the scenarios of a) a full update of the domain, b) a full
update of the visible domain within a cutoff distance, and c) partial updates due to camera
movement. In the last case (c), all light red squares indicate invalidated or newly-created
nodes; yellow seed blocks are chosen that exist next to existing (light grey) active blocks,
but note that the isosurface does not cross directly through to all seed blocks.

As closed isosurfaces are not an issue with volumetric terrain, complex procedures to preanalyse the density field are unnecessary. The idea of using cells along outside borders of the
domain (Itoh & Koyomada 1995) is applied to blocks and arbitrarily-shaped update zones to
form the seed block set. Different tactics are needed to locate these boundary blocks
depending on the type of update, as seen in each seed block variation in Figure 4-10;
neighbouring information provided by the graph is utilised in each case to establish various
boundary conditions:


Full (procedural) modifications to the domain when a cut-off distance is not used
define the boundary as the bounds of the domain. Update list nodes residing along
such boundaries must have at least one neighbour node which physically doesn’t
exist. These nodes are used as seed blocks in this case.



Full (procedural) modifications to the domain when a cut-off distance is used define
the boundary as the edges of the smaller volume surrounding the viewing camera
internally in the domain. Since nodes outside of this zone are marked as being out of
bounds, those nodes in the update list that have an out-of-bounds neighbour are
used as seed blocks.
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Partial update zones, which covers both manual modelling operations and
exploration-based updates (level of detail or streaming-related reasons), define
random zones whose boundaries must intersect existing terrain if any seed blocks are
to be generated; those that do not are not required to produce seed blocks. Nodes in
the update list that have at least one active neighbour node that is not in the update
list are possible candidates for containing terrain themselves, and are used as seed
blocks for these types of updates.

The generated seed blocks can be seen in a sampling scenario in Figure 4-11.

Figure 4-11. Seed blocks (yellow) demonstrated with block-based contour propagation
version 2. Note that seed blocks now introduce overhead sampling. The block border
sampling approach does alleviate some of this extra cost by only sampling the full block of
densities when it is active.

A few chances to improve efficiency in each situation arise. Restructuring of the octree and
graph occurs only after enough viewer movement, and so the seed block sets for partial and
full modelling operations can be cached and reused until a restructuring takes place.
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Partial update zones have to overcome the problem of a quadratic-complexity search phase
which involves examining the whole update list for each neighbour per node. This is solved
with yet another internal node flag which specifies whether the node is in the update list;
this reduces the complicated search to a simple check to ensure this flag is not set. The flag
must be set whenever a node is put into the update list, and is reset once the node has been
processed.
Streaming updates can also choose between two ambiguous methods of obtaining seed cells
along the same boundary (the bounds of a cut-off zone). While this update type can adopt
all update list nodes located next to out-of-bounds territory, exploiting only nodes next to
existing terrain avoids all other excess boundary seeds that are not required, and therefore
abstracts the idea of a streaming update as a level of detail update of the last (outer-most)
detail level.
The issue with having seed blocks with active neighbour blocks is that it is not guaranteed
whether the terrain surface even passes through to those seed blocks; additional
information needs to be stored for all six neighbour connections (and four ports per
connection) so that the active state of individual block faces can be looked up to cater for
this. It is decided that the significant boost in memory usage per node is not worth the
performance gained from removing any excess seed blocks falsely assumed to be active.
The seed block generation algorithm for all update types is included in Algorithm 4-6. Seed
blocks are set as visited and treated as single-node paths before being added to the traversal
path queue. Note that the search methods used are not the most efficient way of locating
seed blocks, nor are the resulting seed block sets necessarily minimal sets (i.e. excess seed
blocks are responsible for any overhead associated with the evaluated block count for the
second block-based propagation solution).

Algorithm 4-6. Determining the seed blocks in the update zone for the given update type.
Function createSeedBlockSet(updateType, traversalPathQueue)
===========================================================================
If updateType = full update and cutoffDistanceUsed = false
For each node i in updateList
If i is at boundary of domain
i.visited = true
currentPath.push(i)
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traversalPathQueue.push(currentPath)
currentPath.pop()
End if
End for
Else if updateType = full update and cutoffDistanceUsed = true
For each node i in updateList
If i is at boundary of cutoff zone
i.visited = true
currentPath.push(i)
traversalPathQueue.push(currentPath)
currentPath.pop()
End if
End for
Else
For each node i in updateList
If i is next to existing terrain
i.visited = true
currentPath.push(i)
traversalPathQueue.push(currentPath)
currentPath.pop()
End if
End for
End if
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5. Implementation
Before the results of multiple experiments are discussed, implementation-specific steps and
fixed factors are covered first to ensure that experiments can be replicated to obtain similar
outcomes and trends to those presented in the next chapter. In the case of volumetric
terrain generation, there are so many variables to consider which influence these outcomes
and trends that a whole chapter is dedicated to explaining the choices made for this
particular implementation.

5.1

Overview

The prototype used for testing the concepts presented in this thesis is written in C++ and
employs the Direct3D 11 graphics API (application programming interface). A combination of
the two volumetric terrain solutions which exist in literature that utilise some kind of active
block detection (Geiss 2007; Löffler & Schumann 2012) form the base of a fully GPU-based
generation pipeline. The strategies described in chapter 4 replace the corresponding stages
they attempt to improve. All shader programs that execute the generation pipeline stages
are written using Direct3D’s HLSL (High-level shading language) shader model 5. All
geometry and sampling grid buffers are stored in GPU memory. Octree-graph management
and updates occur on the CPU. Inputs and processes are defined in more detail in the
remaining sections of this chapter.

5.2

The Octree-Graph

All links (connections and ports) in the octree-graph are imitated using 4-byte pointers to
hold the address of the linked node. Memory usage of the tree on the CPU revolves around
how large tree nodes are. While basic octree nodes contain 8 pointer links each,
incorporating the neighbour connections and parent link increases this to 15 pointers per
node, and adding four ports per neighbour link to allow multi-level connectivity requires 33
pointers in total (a little over four times more than a regular octree node). Other new
variables include the location ID resizable array and state flags needed for graph and active
block functionality; these state flags can technically be compressed into one attribute which
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sets individual bits corresponding to each flag. A pointer to a buffer object contains
geometry buffers in a buffer pool (see section 5.6). The complete node structure is shown in
Figure 5-1.

Figure 5-1. Final octree-graph node structure.

Values chosen for each input variable into the node screen space extent formula in chapter 3
are also discussed, as these variables control the level of detail distribution throughout the
domain and define the rate at which the graph must update due to node merges and splits.
The rendering window is kept at 1024 x 768 pixels, with a vertical field of view of 60°. Nodes
use a screen space threshold of 160 pixels and contain 163 cells per block. The highest LOD
level (smallest block) size in world space is set to 32.0 metres. Each cell, therefore, spans 2.0
metres in world space and around 10 pixels in screen space.
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5.3

Volumetric Input Datasets

To target the low disk memory usage requirement of large volumetric terrains, and to help
quickly model the terrain datasets, a noise-based procedurally-generated density function is
used for the volumetric input data representation. Rather than the considerably popular
Perlin noise (Perlin 2002), simplex noise (Gustavson 2005) is employed for its comparatively
reduced computational complexity; code for generating simplex noise is taken from
https://github.com/ashima/webgl-noise.
Two base datasets are created for testing:


The open world dataset, which is a reasonably height field-like terrain having
volumetric features built from fractal noise; five different octaves of noise are
combined at different frequencies (Ebert et al. 2002). Because of the large number of
noise samples needed, noise is cached in four 163 single-channel floating-point (32bit) volume textures, totalling around 65KB in size, to reduce sampling costs in the
same way as Geiss (2007). The cached noise volumes are filled with samples from the
simplex noise function at 0.1 unit intervals.



The cave world dataset, which represents a direct walkthrough of an enlarged
simplex noise field, manipulated to fit a specified vertical range using a strong change
in density using the Y (vertical) coordinate (Geiss & Thompson 2007), while a second
high-frequency noise is sampled to provide small randomised surface displacement.
On-the-fly noise sampling of the simplex noise function is used, causing this dataset
to exceed the sampling cost of the open world dataset regardless that 60% less
samples occur; however, so few octaves of cached noise results in extremely
repetitive terrain. For a fixed domain, several versions of this dataset at
approximately equal intervals of isosurface coverage (measured by the ratio of active
blocks) are generated. The maximum height density boost is flipped to cause an open
roof for the three sparsest datasets, as a completely cave-filled world becomes too
cramped.

Global procedural modifiers that shape the noise volumes include the overall amplitude,
frequency and isovalue. Phase is not necessary for removing much of the repetition in the
case of cached noise volumes as long as the frequency is not exactly doubled for each noise
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octave when implementing fractal noise (Geiss & Thompson 2007). Figures 5-2 and 5-4 show
each dataset variation, while Tables 5-1 and 5-2 list the settings used with each dataset.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

Figure 5-2. The seven cave world datasets used for testing
that have the following domain coverages: a) 6.25%, b)
12.08%, c) 18.02%, d) 27.42%, e) 42.36%, f) 56.98% and g)
71.83% coverage (in terms of blocks).
g)
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Table 5-1. Table of cave world dataset variations in settings.
Dataset 
Domain size
Use cut-off?
LOD count
Amplitude
Frequency
Isovalue
Roof start height
Floor start height
Remove roof?
Block count (163)
No. active blocks
Domain coverage

Cave world
512
512
512
512
512
512
512
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.1
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
1
1
1
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
-19.0
4.0
32.0
96.0
180.0
272.0
384.0
-13.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
4096
4096
4096
4096
4096
4096
4096
256
495
738
1123
1735
2334
2942
6.25% 12.08% 18.02% 27.42% 42.36% 56.98% 71.83%

Figure 5-3. Open world dataset used. Coverage is around 14.0% – 14.5% of the domain (in
terms of blocks).
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Table 5-2. Table of open world settings.
Dataset 
Domain size
Cut-off distance
LOD count
Amplitude
Frequency
Isovalue
Block count (163)
Domain coverage

5.4

Open world
65536
32768
10
5.0
0.05
0.5
15260
~14.0% - ~14.5%

Density Sampling Grids

A single vertex buffer stores a full grid of density sampling positions, while several index
buffers hold indices into this vertex buffer for the various sampling grids needed for different
sampling configurations. All sampling positions (minus the excess boundary points) are
normalised so that the minimum non-boundary point is at position (0, 0, 0), the maximum
non-boundary point is at position (1, 1, 1) and all points between are spaced out at ( ,

,

) intervals. When executing the density sampling pipeline stage, this allows the grid to be
scaled and translated according to the block’s world space size and position it is sampling
for. Table 5-3 demonstrates the buffer types and grid sizes for a 163 node resolution; for
each index buffer, a percentage ratio of its index count compared to the vertex buffer’s total
point count is also provided.

Table 5-3. Vertex and index buffers for each density sampling grid.
Block
resolution

Vertex buffer
All

163

6859

Block +
extra
6859
(100.00%)

Index buffer
Block
All faces
4913
(71.63%)

1538
(22.42%)

Single
face
289
(4.21%)

Inverse complementing index buffers are required so that the remaining points can be
sampled after a partial sampling of the block. The following describe some sampling
strategies and their utilised grids:
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No active block detection: all block and extra boundary points are evaluated in one
pass using the block + extra grid.



Basic active block detection: the main block is evaluated in the first pass with the
block grid, followed by a sampling of the remaining points (block + extra minus block,
or extra only) if the block is classified as active.



Active block detection using the block border sampling approach: all six border
faces of the block are sampled at one time using the all faces grid, followed by a
sampling of the remaining points (block + extra minus all faces) if the block is
classified as active.



Active block detection using single-face testing (propagation version 2 sampling
approach): individual block border planes that require testing are sampled using
appropriately rotated versions of the single face grid (all six grids are pre-cached in
the prototype), and active blocks sample the remaining single face grids and block +
extra minus all faces grid points.

Operating on individual cells also needs a grid of cell minimum points so that cell surface
geometry can be transformed into world space for rendering. As an extra row, column and
slice of cells are necessary for generating an indexed mesh (see section 5.6 for more
information), the block grid is used.

5.5

Block Classification

The block classification reduction methods are implemented using compute shaders, where
the algorithms are appropriately mapped to the compute shader concept of threads, thread
groups and dispatches. A thread runs a designated process that operates in parallel to other
threads due to being assigned to different GPU cores. Thread groups contain an array of up
to 1024 threads per group (for shader model 5), all of which have access to their own highspeed shared memory. A set of thread groups are collectively executed in one or more
dispatch calls from the CPU.
In the next chapter, the PROBS algorithm is evaluated against a parallel reduction method
that aims at maximising efficiency on graphics hardware (Young 2010). The full reduction
occurs in local shared memory per thread group to avoid the latency of several expensive
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writes to device memory, with results from each group being reduced in extra required
passes. Serialisation of writing operations is prevented by eliminating shared memory bank
conflicts. Threads remain idle as little as possible by avoiding divergent execution paths
within warps (groups of concurrently-running threads). All iterations of the while loop (refer
to Algorithm 4-1) are unrolled to remove related instruction overhead and thread
synchronisation for the final iterations that are restricted to a single warp of threads.
In comparison, the PROBS reduction approach involves a fairly simple algorithm and does
not need many of the above modifications in order to still perform fast. However, because
all threads in each thread group write to the same output slots with no intermediate
reduction step, shared memory cannot be used; instead, two costly write operations to
device memory are performed per thread (one to clear slots to zero, the other to output the
result).
To counter this, a multilevel tree-based reduction variation of the PROBS algorithm is also
formulated and compared against in the next chapter. The two writes occur on shared
memory locally to individual thread groups before copying the result to device memory.
Race condition write results from each thread group are reduced in additional passes in the
same way as a basic reduction. Note that these results may contain zeroes in some slots, so
the procedure for the extra reduction steps performs a binary OR operation with the output
slots rather than overwriting them with the value of input data in order to preserve Boolean
state integrity (since 1 binary OR’d with 0 produces 1, not 0). This algorithm is illustrated in
Figure 5-4.
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Figure 5-4. The multilevel tree-based PROBS variation that works with shared memory in
compute shader implementation. A binary OR operation is assumed at each reduction
level.

Two implementation issues arise when applying these alternative steps. The Direct3D shader
compiler spits out compiler errors when attempting the binary OR operation, as race
conditions are (apparently) not allowed in shared memory. Extra condition statements are
used to circumvent this situation, each of which writes a ‘1’ to a corresponding output slot in
shared memory if the input data slot is greater than zero (this must be done for both the
maximum and minimum slots). Another problem is that the multiple accesses to shared
memory via the same banks become serialised anyway, as the parallelism offered by banks
to allow simultaneous memory accesses cannot be utilised when only two output slots exist.
Results for this algorithm, plus the other reduction techniques, can be found in chapter 6.
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5.6

Surface Extraction

Figure 5-5. All steps of the generation pipeline, with the included sampling and active
block detection steps shown in green, active cell detection shown in blue and surface
extraction in orange. Arrows indicate algorithm flow or outputting results to an
appropriate buffer.

The most efficient of the three multi-pass marching cubes generation pipelines proposed by
Geiss (2007) is used for the core procedure in the prototype to generate the renderable
terrain surface. Lookup tables for marching cubes that appear to cater for case ambiguities
can be found at http://www.geisswerks.com/about_terrain.html. The surface extraction
stages create an indexed triangle mesh containing non-duplicate vertices. Figure 5-5 shows
an overview of the modified generation pipeline tailored to equip the new sampling and
block classification stages. All stages are explained in more detail below:


Sample densities (part A): The first group (or groups) of density values are sampled
from the density function at positions specified by a reduced sampling grid. These
values are then stored in appropriate positions in the density buffer that correspond
to the index of the block’s sampling points. Rasterising of quads via the pixel shader
to sample individual slices of densities at a time is replaced with the compute shader
because of the added degree of control provided to specify where and how densities
are sampled.
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Block classification: The state of a batch of sampled densities is determined by
finding and comparing the density range to the isovalue. Reduction of the density
values to quickly determine this range is carried out on the compute shader, as
inspired by Löffler and Schumann (2012). This stage represents the earliest point in
the generation pipeline that an inactive visited block can skip to the next block to
process.



Sample densities (part B): Remaining density values to fill the density buffer are
obtained in the same way as part A only if the block is confirmed to intersect at least
one isosurface.



Cell classification / active cell detection: A vertex and geometry shader in the one
stage perform two pipeline steps. The vertex shader creates the marching cube case
for each input cell. The geometry shader then classifies cells and culls inactive ones
from the input stream as the chosen form of active cell detection. This stream
compaction functionality is made possible with the ability to stream results out to an
intermediate buffer from the geometry shader (i.e. transform feedback). The output
stream only contains active cells so that surface extraction tasks are not wasted on
inactive cells.



Stream vertex markers: An expansion of the stream is necessary to generate
triangles for each cell, but large output sizes from the geometry shader is expensive.
Redundant vertices are eliminated by preventing more than one vertex per active
edge intersected by the isosurface, which is accomplished by looking only at the
three unique edges owned by the cell’s minimum corner (Lorensen & Cline 1987); the
remaining edges are catered for by neighbouring cells, but an additional row, column
and slice of cells are required for this to work. Expansion is cut down even further for
this stage by just streaming out up to three simple markers specifying a cell and edge
index to place a vertex on in the next stage.



Generate vertices: A vertex shader operates on one vertex marker at a time, where
each calculates a transformed position and normal vector using cached density
information in the density buffer. Since there is a 1:1 correspondence between input
and output elements, the resulting vertices are passed straight through to a vertex
buffer and avoid the need for stream management with a geometry shader.



Create vertex ID lookup table: The index of vertices in the vertex buffer are added to
another table to allow a cell, located in the table by its position in the cell block, to
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look up the global index for local edge indices when building the index buffer. The
original pixel shader approach to outputting the vertex IDs into a volume texture is
replaced with a compute shader and a linear buffer. Since each cell needs to hold up
to three global vertex indices, the size of the output table must be tripled so that a
single cell references groups of three table elements.


Generate indices: For each cell, up to 15 indices (for a maximum of 5 triangles) are
streamed out to an index buffer from a geometry shader, utilising the marching cube
lookup tables to establish the order and connectivity of these triangles. Local edge
indices given by these tables are transformed to correct output indices into the
vertex buffer using the vertex ID lookup table created in the previous stage.

Linear interpolation between density values at each end of a cell edge is used to position
vertices where the isosurface is estimated to intersect the edge; higher-order interpolants
are not necessary to ensure greater accuracy (Lorensen & Cline 1987). Surface normal
vectors are calculated by approximating the gradient of the density field using central
differences between trilinearly interpolated density grid values local to the vertex that owns
the normal vector. Triplanar texture mapping replaces single planar texture mapping to
prevent texture stretching on surfaces perpendicular to the projection direction (Geiss
2007), and this requires texture coordinates generated on a per-pixel level; the pixel shader
calculates these texture coordinates on-the-fly during rendering, and hence are not included
as part of generation pipeline timing. Both textures (grass and rock) adopted for triplanar
texturing are royalty-free images from the CD-ROM accompanying Franson and Thomas
(2007).
In a similar fashion to Geiss (2007) and Scholz, Bender and Dachsbacher (2013), a pool of
vertex and index buffers of equal size are pre-allocated and reused between expiring blocks,
as dynamically destroying and recreating GPU resources at runtime is costly. For 163 blocks,
a budget of 3000 of each buffer type is designated. This budget is chosen in accordance with
the statistics shown in Table 5-4.
A single vertex contains a 3-component position and 3-component normal vector, although
additional attributes are common in other terrain applications. Buffer sharing must cater for
both sparse and densely-populated blocks, and so a maximum size that allows for the
highest number of possible generated elements is used. However, not only are several cells
inactive even in blocks containing dense volumes of isosurface, but active cells also generally
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do not generate the maximum number of elements per cell. To reduce the memory usage, a
scalar Ω within the range (0.0, 1.0] scales down the total allocation size by assuming a
threshold density of active cells in a block is never exceeded; a value of 0.5 for α proved to
be sufficient.

Table 5-4. Table of vertex and index element statistics during the generation pipeline.
No. of cells
in block

No. of cells
processed by
block

Buffer type

163

173

Vertex
buffer
Index buffer

5.7

Max
elements
outputted
per cell
3

Size of one
element

Total size

24 bytes

Ω ∙ 345.45KB

15

4 bytes

Ω ∙ 287.87KB

Ignored Factors

This section covers some of the other factors that can influence generation times but are
ignored or possibly excluded from timing results for decent reasons.
Static input resources which remain constant for the lifetime of a program are transferred to
the GPU only once, where they are then cached in GPU memory. These resources include
lookup tables, density grid buffers and pre-computed noise volume textures. As the
resources are not required on a per-frame basis, in order to avoid a potentially large
fluctuation and increased error deviation in measured times, the first iteration of generation
times in experiments are skipped.
GPU read-back operations are needed for the CPU to know whether to exit the generation
pipeline early depending on the active state of a block, as well as to obtain the vertex and
index counts when executing draw function calls to render the terrain. Unfortunately, these
operations introduce a small (but performance-degrading) amount of lag if CPU and GPU
processes are not synchronised (which is often). Final generation times do not consider
these lags, as they are only caused due to poor consideration for this lack of synchronisation,
not because of the generation stages themselves. Staggered evaluation of a few blocks at a
time can help solve the lag issue, although such a solution has not been implemented for the
prototype.
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The use of a discrete level of detail system leads to two types of common rendering artifacts.
Sampling the density field at differing resolutions causes cracks between extracted marching
cube surfaces at two varying detail levels. Sudden switching between detail levels when
nodes are merged or split also tends to create a visually-distracting “popping” effect.
Solutions to these problems do exist – transition cells for crack stitching (Lengyel 2010),
tetrahedral nodes with matching sampling patterns at node boundaries (Scholz, Bender &
Dachsbacher 2013) and alpha-blending to smooth level of detail switching transitions (Giegl
& Wimmer 2007) just to name a few – which often involve extra pre- or post-processing
stages in the generation pipeline. A main aim of this thesis, however, is to target
improvement of aspects unique to isosurface-based terrains to help them compete with
height field terrains; since these artifacts occur for height fields as well, they are overlooked.
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6. Results And Discussions
Several experiments are performed to evaluate timings and quantities relating to single, or
combinations of, components in the generation pipeline introduced in this thesis. All
experiments are carried out on an Intel Core i3 CPU (4 CPUs, ~3.1GHz) with 4GB RAM, and
an ASUS EAH5570 series graphics card with 1GB of memory. Settings used are based on
those described in the previous chapter. All compute shader implementations use 128
threads per thread group, except where specified, as an arbitrary multiple of the warp size of
the graphics card (to cater for two common warp sizes of 32 and 64 amongst different
graphics cards, the chosen thread group size is a multiple of both). A number of tests
compare different generation pipeline variations with respect to domain coverage (in terms
of the ratio of active blocks) so that the two research questions can be specifically targeted;
the seven cave world datasets provide the discrete coverages in which trends can be derived
from.
To cover both research questions, the generation pipelines tested are formed so that each
adds a single new factor that is to improve the previous pipeline in some way. This allows for
the innovations presented in previous chapters to be seen as simple additions, or
(potentially) enhancements, to any given standard generation pipeline. These pipelines are
summarised in the series of steps below:


No detection: All blocks are sampled in full, performing no form of isosurface
detection. Surface extraction is executed for every cell per block regardless of
whether the cells, or the block itself, are active.



Active cell: Active cell detection is enabled so that blocks producing a total of zero
active cells can skip to the next block to be updated. This is the approach taken by
Geiss (2007), although it is representative of all active cell detection methods in
section 2.1; the detection method itself is irrelevant, as it remains constant for the
following pipelines.



Active block with parallel reduction: The block classification step is activated to
classify the block’s sampled points using parallel reduction before sampling the
remaining extra boundary densities if the block is active. This is the approach of
Löffler & Schumann (2012), and represents current state of the art in active block
detection for a given generation pipeline.
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Step #1 – new reduction (PROBS): Parallel reduction for block classification is
replaced with the PROBS reduction technique.



Step #2 – block border sampling: The block border sampling approach reduces the
number of densities required for the first sampling pass to those along the block’s
bordering faces.



Step #3 – block-based propagation V1: Version 1 of the block-based propagation is
enabled to alter the traversal paths taken through the graph. Traversals start from
the seed blocks generated as explained in section 4.3.3.



Step #4 – per border face sampling: The same approach as step #3, but block border
sampling occurs separately for all six border planes. Propagation version 1 is still
used.



Step #5 – block-based propagation V2: Version 2 of the block-based propagation is
enabled, and per-plane sampling no longer necessarily occurs for all six planes per
block.

Every pipeline variation employs graph-based terrain updates regardless of whether the
graph is necessary, although timings for these graph updates are only considered when
testing exploration speeds in section 6.2.4.
Experiments are broken into two main sections that correspond to the two research
questions proposed by this thesis. Active block detection experiments look at newly
introduced components of the generation pipeline and how they fair against previous works
in reducing wasted computation on excessive sampling and processing of density values.
Modelling and exploration experiments analyse the influence these new components have
over surface extraction in the full generation pipeline when performing a procedural (full)
update, as well as the effects of graph updates on exploration speeds. Also note that error
bars are used in most charts, although many of these happen to be too small to see (which
indicates the overall accuracy of timing-based results).

6.1

Active Block Detection Experiments

The following seven experiments are conducted to establish whether active block detection
using block-based propagation solves the first research question on coverage-based
isosurface detection.
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6.1.1 Experiment #1 – Total Detection Time
Aim:
To determine how the set of active blocks in a domain can be found in such a way that
overall computation time is reduced, but even more so for sparser terrains.
Method:
Compare the total times for each pipeline in regards to domain coverage (varying coverage is
achieved with the array of cave world datasets). Establish whether overall time is reduced
compared to prior works, and what the overhead of each method is at 0% coverage (the yintercept). Perform this experiment 10 times for each method to obtain appropriate average
times and error ranges per coverage. The ‘no detection’ pipeline is excluded from this test,
as it does not technically find the active blocks.
Results:
350

300
Active cell

Time (ms)

250

Active block with parallel
reduction

200

Step #1 - new reduction
(PROBS)

150

Step #2 - block border
sampling

100

Step #3 - block-based
propagation V1
Step #4 - per border face
sampling

50
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Figure 6-1. Results for experiment #1. The average times for each pipeline at varying
coverages are shown. Error bars cater for the range of times within two standard
deviations from the average.
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Discussion:
Non-propagation pipelines (all methods excluding steps #3-5) are reasonably consistent in
the amount of time they take to determine the active blocks in the domain, as expected,
because the procedure remains constant over varying coverage. The time varies between
them due to changes in sampling and classification procedures.
Steps #1-3 improve detection times in all cases compared to both active block with parallel
reduction and active cell. It is also evident that active block detection is a much more
suitable alternative to active cell detection alone, as well as the fact that it restricts active
cell testing only to active blocks.
The difference between active block with parallel reduction and step #1 represents the
change which occurs with the introduction of the PROBS algorithm. The difference between
step #1 and step #2 indicates the effect of the block border sampling approach, which is
much more significant.
Propagation in step #3 shows an evident improvement in detection time for sparser datasets
via a roughly decreasing linear gradient as coverage decreases. Step #4 and step #5 also
demonstrate such behaviour; however, due to the multiple sampling passes that are not
suited to GPU implementation (as discussed in later experiments), they are overtaken by
active block with parallel reduction when the coverage exceeds ~39% and ~44% for each
approach respectively, which makes the less optimal step #3 with unnecessary neighbour
visits the most optimal of the three propagation methods on current graphics hardware.
The efficiency of propagation appears to depend on the pattern of the isosurface through
the blocks. Denser datasets experience active blocks in immediately close proximity, and so
the excess neighbour testing which step #3 and step #4 suffer from are less prone to wasted
neighbour testing (since most of the six neighbours are more likely to be active), hence why
they appear to level out towards the right. This also explains why step #5 does not
experience this same change in gradient, as it is not wasteful with its neighbour-based
traversals. Other fluctuations over coverage for non-propagation pipelines may be caused by
interference by other pipeline stages during GPU-based timing.
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Although coverage-dependent detection has been achieved to a decent extent, there is only
around a 60% reduction in time (at a coverage of 0%) between step #2 and step #3 where
the propagation is introduced rather than 100%, which indicates overhead due to excess
processing of blocks to find the seed blocks.
Summary:


All three active block detection improvements (block border sampling, PROBS and
propagation) are consistently faster at detecting active blocks than the current state
of the art approach by Löffler & Schumann (2012).



A complimenting active block detection process with active cell detection is faster at
locating active blocks than active cell detection over full blocks.



Propagation enhances the active block detection process more as the domain
coverage decreases.



Block-based propagation version 1 locates active blocks quicker than block-based
propagation version 2 when implemented on the GPU, despite its inefficiencies in
comparison.



Propagation overhead still exists due to seed block searching.

6.1.2 Experiment #2 – Total Wasted Detection Time
Aim:
To determine the cause of overhead associated with wasted processing of inactive blocks,
and whether predictive sampling can be achieved across different domain coverages.
Method:
Compare the total times for each pipeline in regards to domain coverage. Establish whether
a zero gradient is accomplished, as well as what constitutes a shallower or steeper gradient.
Perform this experiment 10 times for each method to obtain appropriate average times and
error ranges per coverage.
Results:
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Figure 6-2. Results for experiment #2. The average times for each pipeline at varying
coverages are shown. Error bars cater for the range of times within two standard
deviations from the average.

Discussion:
The ideal result for this experiment is a low wastage of time that remains constant over
different coverages. Despite the inherently poor timing results for step #4 and step #5 in
experiment #1, all three propagation methods (steps #3-5) accomplish a similar behaviour,
with step #3 once again resulting in the least wasted time. This time, however, the efficiency
of step #5 can be seen as it very closely trails behind in most circumstances. Step #3 achieves
up to (over) 4 times less wasted time locating active blocks than current state of the art.
In comparison to no detection, each method achieves improved time wastage over the
previous (excluding the inefficient per border face sampling approaches). The steepness of
the gradient in each case represents how well the approach succeeds over varying coverage;
steep gradients indicate larger time wastage as the terrain surface is harder to locate, which
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does occur linearly with each non-propagation pipeline, but is gradually alleviated with the
introduction of each innovation.
Summary:


Reconfirmation of properties discovered after experiment #1.



Version 2 of the block-based propagation (step #5) only experiences a minute
difference in wasted processing of inactive blocks than version 1 (step #3), indicating
that the bottleneck occurs due to bad GPU utilisation.

6.1.3 Experiment #3 – Total Blocks Evaluated
Aim:
To measure the extent in which both propagation algorithm versions reduce the number of
blocks actually visited depending on domain coverage, and the overhead associated with
each in comparison to the ideal solution of not visiting any inactive blocks in the traversal
process.
Method:
Count and compare the number of blocks visited to both the number of active blocks and
the total number of blocks in the domain in regards to domain coverage. Establish what the
overhead of each method is at 0% coverage.
Results:
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Figure 6-3. Results for experiment #3. The number of blocks visited / evaluated for each
pipeline at varying coverages is shown, grouped into appropriate propagation groups.
Error bars are not necessary, as both the number of blocks and underlying datasets remain
constant, and hence results do not change for a given coverage.

Discussion:
Non-propagation approaches visit and evaluate all (4096) in some way (as already
discussed), hence the more wasted processing occurs the lower the domain coverage. An
ideal goal line proposes the relationship between active and visited blocks in that they
should be equal. Neither propagation approach accomplishes this line, but do demonstrate
similar properties. The number of visited blocks is greatly reduced over decreasing domain
coverage compared to non-propagation (which represents all previous works), indicating
that propagation at a block level is key to predicting where active blocks will be.
Since time is not a factor in this experiment, it can be seen that version 2 of the propagation
over blocks is less wasteful in its traversals. This implies its applicability to SISD (Single
Instruction Single Data) implementations that perform all generation stages sequentially
(e.g. on the CPU).
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The gap between the two propagation methods represents the excess blocks evaluated by
version 1 of the block-based propagation. The gap between version 2 and the ideal line
represents the number of blocks searched to find seed blocks, as this version does not visit
inactive blocks once propagation has begun. This fact is proven by noting that the y-intercept
(for a 0% coverage domain) approaches 1352, which is the size of the seed block set for the
dataset used in this experiment. Regardless of this, the size of the seed block set sees a huge
decrease compared to seed cell sets using the same approach.
Summary:


Block-based propagation is fundamental to greater predictive sampling for sparser
terrains.



Version 2 of the block-based propagation method is well-suited to CPU-based
generation pipelines.



All wasted block evaluations for version 2 propagation occur because of the search
for seed blocks to begin the propagation.

6.1.4 Experiment #4 – Block Sampling Time
Aim:
To examine the performance and suitability of density sampling in parallel on the GPU for
each sampling strategy.
Method:
Compare the per-stage sampling times for each sampling strategy, and determine whether
evaluation time distributions relatively match the corresponding sample count distributions.
Perform timing experiments over the number of blocks in the domain to obtain appropriate
average times and error ranges per sampling strategy. Note that some sampling passes occur
only if the block is active, and so their average and error ranges are restricted to a smaller
time set (the 27.42% coverage dataset is used in this experiment).
Results:
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Figure 6-4. Results for experiment #4. The average times per sampling pass for each
sampling strategy (assuming the block is active) are shown. Error bars cater for the range
of times dictated by the overall minimums and maximums.

Discussion:
For active blocks, each of the four sampling strategies perform roughly the same number of
samples in total, as seen in Figure 6-5. However, the times shown in Figure 6-4 generally do
not reflect such relative distributions. This is evident when looking at the first shader pass for
both the all faces and single face methods, where all faces samples all six block faces in one
go in about the same time that it takes single face to sample only one block face; the large
parallelism provided by the GPU implementation is to blame for such behaviour, and
explains why the per-face propagation methods (especially step #4) perform worse than step
#3 (which uses all faces) despite essentially executing the same task. SISD (sequential)
implementations of the sampling stages should reflect the characteristics as in Figure 6-5,
which suggests that dividing sampling into more than one pass will not be disadvantaged,
and therefore step #4 and step #5 will thrive in this case.
Regardless of the mismatched distributions for GPU times, the same relative timings
between block + extra, block and all faces can still be seen, with all faces being the most
suitable even in a GPU implementation (especially for sparser domain coverages, since the
process can exit in less than half the time for inactive blocks).
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Summary:


The large parallelism causes expensive sampling of a single block face as opposed to
all faces sampled in one go.



Costly per-face sampling is the reason version 2 of block-based propagation performs
poorly on the GPU.



Per-face sampling receives greater benefits for CPU-based implementations.



The block border sampling approach (all faces) is the most suitable approach when
performed on the GPU, although the increasing number of threads that can run in
parallel on future GPUs may gradually nullify its benefits (as opposed to sampling the
full block).
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Figure 6-5. The total number of densities sampled in the domain per shader pass for each
sampling method. Note the difference in distributions for each sampling pass compared to
the actual GPU times in Figure 6-4 (all four sampling strategies visit approximately the
same number of density values in total for active blocks).

6.1.5 Experiment #5 – Total Densities Sampled
Aim:
To establish the reduction in sampled density counts needed to evaluate the set of active
blocks for sparse terrains by using combinations of the block border sampling strategy and
propagation variations.
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Method:
Count and compare the number of densities sampled by each pipeline for all visited blocks,
and determine how many of these are responsible for finding the active blocks.
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Figure 6-6. Results for experiment #5. The number of densities sampled for each pipeline
at varying coverages is shown, grouped appropriately by the combination of sampling
pattern and propagation type. Error bars are not necessary, as both the number of blocks
and underlying datasets remain constant, and hence results do not change for a given
coverage.

Discussion:
The number of sampled densities required for locating the set of active blocks in the domain
is greatly reduced in terms of millions of points. The difference between no detection / active
cell and active block / step #1 is the extra border densities that can be avoided until a second
sampling pass for when the block is found to be active. Benefits of the block border sampling
approach (step #2) can be seen in comparison, with at least 3 times less points required to
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classify all blocks, which is further reduced for larger block sizes (where the ratio between
the all faces and block sampling grids is larger).
Coverage-dependent sampling is achieved using the propagation approaches. Note that this
behaviour of increasingly improved results compared to step #2 matches that of overall
sampling times to locate all active blocks within the domain (in experiment #1), indicating
that predictive sampling has a significant influence on the overall generation time for sparse
datasets (with small domain coverage). This assertion will be confirmed in later experiments.
Summary:


A combination of the block border sampling approach and propagation help achieve
both greatly, and increasingly, reduced sample counts necessary to find the set of
active blocks.



Costly sampling of datasets can benefit immensely from such approaches.



Further advantages can occur for larger block sizes (i.e. higher resolution of cells).



Sampling may have a significant impact on overall generation times.

6.1.6 Experiment #6 – Block Classification Time (Point Count)
Aim:
To establish a comparative analysis between efficient parallel reductions and the PROBS
algorithm variations for classification over different block sizes, as well as to investigate the
effect that shared memory has on their performance.
Method:
Compare the total times for each reduction method, with both non-shared and shared
memory variations. Rather than using different block sizes, evaluate classification times over
sets of densities that increase in powers of 2 until 65536; all density counts tested are
multiples of common graphics card warp sizes. Repeat experiments over the number of
blocks in the domain to obtain appropriate average times and error ranges per test, with
modified buffer sizes to cater for the larger density counts. Timing is not affected by the
underlying dataset coverage.
Results:
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Figure 6-7. Results for experiment #6. The average times of each classification method for
varying sample counts are shown. Error bars cater for the range of times dictated by the
overall minimums and maximums.

Discussion:
All four reduction methods exhibit parallelism up until a certain point, where their
complexity then becomes linear (note the logarithmic scale used on the x-axis). The amount
of densities that can be processed in parallel and the gradients of linearity vary between
each approach.
Firstly, note that the basic PROBS algorithm is consistently faster up until around 11,000 and
17,000 densities before the shared memory variations overtake it (excluding error
thresholds). This means that the majority of common block sizes utilised by volumetric
terrain implementations, as well as reduced sampling approaches such as block border
sampling, are best suited to the PROBS reduction method for block classification. Secondly,
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the nature in which PROBS operates means that instantaneous classification is possible for
as many threads that can run in parallel; times begin increase after the 512-1024 thread
mark, which appears to match the estimated number of cores available in the graphics card
used for this experiment. Such a property implies that parallelism of PROBS may improve
with apparent growth in the number of cores in future graphics cards.
A second non-shared memory version of the parallel reduction implementation is included in
this experiment to show the immense difference that utilising high-speed local shared
memory within thread groups achieves; in fact, the non-shared memory approach
performed so poorly that the chart had to cut off its times beyond around the 4000 density
values. This demonstrates another benefit of PROBS over parallel reduction: regardless of
the performance loss after ~17,000 density values, parallel reduction only manages to
compete with special GPU-specific tricks and added implementation complexity, whereas
PROBS is much simpler and alleviates both of these issues.
All tree-based reduction approaches experience a “jump” at 256 or 512 density elements.
This is the point in which at least a second reduction pass is required to complete the
classification, a factor that PROBS does not experience. The jump occurs at half the number
of threads for the shared memory variation of PROBS because the other two reduction
methods utilise half the number of threads to operate on the same number of elements.
The tree-based variation of PROBS is not as successful as predicted due to issues explained in
section 5.5, as well as the increased number of passes required to complete the reduction. It
borders in performance with parallel reduction using shared memory (error ranges overlap).
Both experience performance gains over basic PROBS due to shared memory benefits at
large density element counts. Parallel reduction overtakes tree-based PROBS at ~22,000
elements, which is possibly the point that executing half of the total number of threads has a
large enough influence.
Summary:


The PROBS algorithm is faster than high-speed parallel reduction for classifying
blocks, and is also preferable due to its greatly improved implementation simplicity.



Performance of PROBS may scale with increased GPU core counts (or parallel thread
counts in general).



Tree-based reductions are suited to large (> 11000) arrays of elements to process.
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Parallel reduction can only compete with PROBS if implemented using shared
memory and well-utilised GPU components.



Tree-based PROBS is generally not as successful as basic PROBS, and experiences
limitations in comparison to parallel reduction at high element counts; its inability to
work with data other than Boolean states also makes parallel reduction the
preferable option in this case.

6.1.7 Experiment #7 – Block Classification Time (Thread Group Size)
Aim:
To establish a comparative analysis between efficient parallel reductions and the PROBS
algorithm variations for classification using different thread group counts, and determining
the role which group-shared memory (both local and global) plays in this context.
Method:
Compare the total times for each reduction method, with both non-shared and shared
memory variations. A fixed point count of 32768 is used (multiple of warp size and large
enough to see the effects of group-shared memory) over group sizes that increase in powers
of 2 until 1024 (the current maximum size allowed for compute shaders). To be compatible
with the PROBS algorithm, which requires at least two threads to clear the output slots, the
minimum thread group size used is 2. Repeat experiments over the number of blocks in the
domain; timing is not affected by the underlying dataset coverage.
Results:
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Figure 6-8. Results for experiment #7. The average times of each classification method for
varying thread group sizes are shown. Error bars cater for the range of times dictated by
the overall minimums and maximums.

Discussion:
Altering the thread group size causes inverse exponential variation in times for all four
reduction methods (note the logarithmic scale used on both the x- and y-axes), and
introduces the following three characteristics.
Firstly, the basic PROBS algorithm levels out at 64 threads per group, indicating that the
warp size of the graphics card this experiment is performed on is 64 threads. Carrying out
this experiment on an NVIDIA card should experience similar behaviour at 32 threads per
group (as their chosen warp size is 32).
Secondly, all reduction techniques require larger thread group sizes than the warp size; as
with any compute shader implementation, using small thread group sizes results in suboptimal thread occupancy and gradually reduced parallelism.
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Thirdly, both tree-based reductions thrive from large thread group sizes (>= 128) compared
to PROBS, as this reduces the overall number of reduction passes necessary to classify the
array of density elements. Although it appears that tree-based PROBS is slower than highspeed parallel reduction, note that parallel reduction operates on half the threads for the
same number of elements, hence why tree-based PROBS matches parallel reduction results
at a multiple of 2 higher for each thread group count (in fact, it surpasses performance
slightly for larger thread group sizes). Excessively large thread group sizes, however, as it can
be seen with parallel reduction, slowly increases times due to the fact that reduction
performs sequentially within a given thread; the available thread group sizes provided by
compute shaders using shader model 5 prevents this behaviour from being analysed to a
larger extent.
Summary:


The parallelism of PROBS is dependent on the thread group size in relation to the
warp size implemented by the graphics card.



Optimal performance for tree-based reduction methods revolves around a good
balance between large thread group sizes and a high number of reduction passes to
avoid sequential behaviour.

6.2

Modelling And Exploration Experiments

The following four experiments are conducted to test the significance of isosurface detection
particularly at a block level, but also at the level of individual cells, in regards to the overall
generation process in order to solve the second research question.

6.2.1 Experiment #8 – Per-Stage Generation Times
Aim:
To determine the effect of the extra active block detection steps on the execution time of
the generation pipeline for active blocks, and their relative expense compared to surface
extraction stages.
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Method:
Compare the total and per-stage generation times of each pipeline for a fixed dataset (the
27.42% coverage cave world dataset), analysing the effect of their own active block
detection steps. Propagation pipelines are excluded since these define traversal patterns
between blocks, not within a block. Perform timing experiments over the number of blocks
in the domain to obtain appropriate average times and error ranges per pipeline. Note that
the surface extraction steps and some sampling passes occur only if the block is active, and
so their average and error ranges are restricted to a smaller time set.
Results:
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Figure 6-9. Results for experiment #8. The average times per pipeline stage for each
pipeline variation (assuming the block is active) are shown. Error bars cater for the range
of times dictated by the overall minimums and maximums.

Discussion:
Extra detection processes that are performed dynamically, whether using active cell
detection, active block detection or both, add to the overall evaluation time for active
blocks. As it can be seen, in comparison to active block with parallel reduction, the PROBS
algorithm and block border sampling help alleviate this for active block detection.
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Also note that, although it appears that no detection executes surface extraction stages
faster than other pipelines, this pipeline obtains its results over the entire set of blocks
rather than active ones only, and therefore includes its wasted time processing many
inactive blocks as well.
Depending on the cost of sampling compared to the complexity of the surface extraction
algorithm used, the percentage of the pipeline spent on sampling can vary to some extent.
Looking at the active cell pipeline, sampling a full block of densities (plus its extra boundary
densities) in this implementation is more costly than the average time spent generating and
transforming vertex positions, including the six trilinear interpolations and central
differences between these involved when calculating the normal vector for each vertex.
Expensive density functions necessitate fewer sample calls per block, which is accomplished
by the block border sampling approach.
Summary:


Active cell and active block detection processes increase overall generation time for
active blocks, but are alleviated to some extent by the block border sampling
approach and PROBS reduction algorithm.



Sampling fewer density values helps cater for expensive density functions.



Costly surface extraction pipelines call for earlier escape points in the generation
pipeline.

6.2.2 Experiment #9 – Early Escape Times
Aim:
To determine the effect of active block detection on the earliest escape times in each
generation pipeline for unvisited, inactive and active blocks.
Method:
Compare the evaluation times for single blocks of different classifications for a fixed dataset
(the 27.42% coverage cave world dataset), analysing the balance between earlier exit points
and extra steps involved for active blocks in terms of each pipeline variation, including
propagation. Perform timing experiments over the number of blocks in the domain to obtain
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appropriate average times and error ranges per pipeline. Note that the surface extraction
steps and some sampling passes occur only if the block is active, and so their average and
error ranges are restricted to a smaller time set.
Results:
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Figure 6-10. Results for experiment #9. The average times for when each pipeline variation
can exit early for unvisited, inactive and active blocks are shown. Error bars (shown in blue
for extra visibility) cater for the range of times dictated by the sums of the minimums and
maximums of all stages its corresponding time bar represents.

Discussion:
Each innovation demonstrates greater time savings from early exit points in the generation
process for inactive blocks (excluding the per-border face sampling for reasons discussed in
previous experiments). For surface extraction algorithms of larger complexity than that
implemented in the prototype, this becomes increasingly important.
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The no detection pipeline not only requires full processing of all domain blocks, but also
experiences inconsistent execution times (the large variation is shown by error bars). Active
cell almost halves the average overall time for every inactive block in the domain; this alone
results in significant speedups, as reported by Geiss (2007). The variance of results also
decreases due to more accurate selection of cells containing the terrain isosurface.
Performing the active block with parallel reduction pipeline further speeds up classification
of the block as a whole by removing duplicate considerations of a block’s density values (cell
corners are shared by up to eight cells, whereas active block detection processes the density
value once).
The PROBS algorithm times overlap slightly with those from parallel reduction, but sees
accelerated block classification on average. Block border sampling achieves more
pronounced differences since it is responsible for cutting down the overall sample count,
whereas PROBS merely provides a small enhancement for an existing process.
Although step #2 by itself is sufficient to accomplish faster classification of inactive blocks,
step #3 (propagation version 1) allows for a group of those inactive blocks to be avoided
altogether; in other words, it is predicted to be inactive so no sampling or processing of the
block is required (hence the average time of zero for unvisited blocks). Version 2 of blockbased propagation (step #5) only visits inactive blocks when finding seed blocks; version 1
undergoes processing of inactive blocks for excess neighbours. These extra blocks are all that
prevent a perfect (or ideal) active block detection solution.
Summary:


Isosurface detection is essential for significantly reducing processing time for inactive
blocks, especially for complex surface extraction algorithms.



Active block detection is faster at processing entire cell blocks than active cell
detection alone.



Both PROBS and block border sampling cut down processing time on inactive blocks
even further (the block border sampling more so).



Propagation at a block level succeeds in predicting and evading inactive blocks, and
complements (rather than replaces) sampling and processing of densities.



Instantaneous seed block generation, if possible, is capable of removing the only
excess processing involved with version 2 of block-based propagation.
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6.2.3 Experiment #10 – Total Generation Time
Aim:
To determine the effect of active block detection on the total time to perform a full (or
procedural) update for both sparse and dense terrains.
Method:
Compare the total times for each pipeline in regards to domain coverage. Establish whether
overall generation time is reduced compared to prior works, and the reduction in overhead
between active block detection and the amount of geometry outputted by the surface
extraction stages. Perform this experiment 10 times for each method to obtain appropriate
average times and error ranges per coverage. Only a re-evaluation of the current terrain is
used rather than procedural modelling in order to keep measurements consistent.
Results:
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Figure 6-11. Results for experiment #10. The average generation times for each pipeline at
varying coverages are shown. Error bars cater for the range of times within two standard
deviations from the average.
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Discussion:
The worst case scenario, no detection, shows how the extraction of renderable surfaces is
responsible for some of the coverage-dependent computation; in other words, less
processing is done for less terrain coverage. However, reduced sampling and processing of
inactive portions of the domain at a block level, regardless of its little contribution for a
single block, has quite a considerable impact over a whole domain.
Interestingly, the active cell pipeline exceeds the speed of active block with parallel
reduction beyond around 48% coverage. Step #4 and step #5, once again, are evidently more
appropriate for SISD implementations.
Based on this experiment (and previous ones), it can be concluded that the innovations
presented in this thesis all boost performance for a given surface extraction algorithm, with
propagation achieving this more so because of its ability to predict when it needs the other
two techniques (block border sampling and PROBS for block classification) to be performed.
Summary:


The reduction of unnecessary sampling and processing of densities does have a
decent impact on overall generation times for the entire domain.



The three innovations of this thesis combined help to accomplish not only improved
generation times overall, but even greater efficiency than previous works for terrains
of little coverage in the domain.

6.2.4 Experiment #11 – Exploration Speed
Aim:
To establish the effect of active block detection on exploration speed in terms of the rate
that the GPU generation pipelines and CPU-based graph updates occur.
Method:
Compare the top speeds accomplished by each pipeline for both GPU and CPU updates. As a
measured speed essentially means nothing due to the large number of factors involved (e.g.
number of points per block being evaluated, the number of blocks being evaluated, how
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large the blocks are in world space), a relative speed is found and the methods compared. A
single and directly straight flythrough of the large open world terrain dataset with level of
detail and streaming for 30000 blocks is performed. The camera speed is set to 2 highresolution blocks per second; in terms of this dataset, this is 64 metres per second, or 230.4
km/h. The total time of updates during movement is converted to blocks per second. Note
that all methods use graph updates on the CPU, but non-propagation pipelines add all nodes
to the traversal path queue rather than finding seed blocks.
Results:

0

5000

No. blocks processed per second
10000 15000 20000 25000

30000

35000

No detection
Active cell
Active block with parallel reduction
Step #1 - new reduction (PROBS)
Step #2 - block border sampling
Step #3 - block-based propagation V1
Step #4 - per border face sampling
Step #5 - block-based propagation V2
Blocks (GPU)

Blocks (CPU)

Figure 6-12. Results for experiment #11. The average potential numbers of blocks that can
be processed per second by both the GPU and CPU procedures for each pipeline are
shown. Error bars are not shown since these results are obtained from a single difficult-torepeat walkthrough.

Discussion:
As with similar behaviours observed in previous experiments, greater camera exploration
speeds through a terrain world are possible with each active block method (step #3 being up
to twice as fast as current state of the art, or active block with parallel reduction) in terms of
GPU-based times.
Interestingly, the update rate is very CPU-limited, restricting overall exploration speeds to
only a little faster than if the inefficient no detection pipeline is used on its own. The slight
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improvement of around 15-25% for the CPU times involved with the three propagation
pipelines (steps #3-5) is due to less seed blocks being added to a stack that is then added to
the traversal path queue. This means the remaining bottleneck lies mostly with dynamically
building and updating the graph structure, despite its double-linking procedure that skips
50% of neighbour searches. Reasons for this include the large number of LOD levels in the
open world dataset, four ports used per connection to allow for connections between
varying LOD levels and inefficiencies of searches involved in the neighbour-finding algorithm.
Regardless of its inapplicability to rapid exploration of LOD-based terrain, domains split into
a uniform block of grids (to eliminate multiple ports and graph updates) that are dedicated
to improving modelling operations, especially procedural modifications, can still greatly
benefit from the combination of the graph and propagation-based traversal; the volumetric
terrain implementation of Löffler and Schumann (2012) is a perfect example of such a
scenario.
Other pipelines that are not dependent on the use of the graph data structure can still
accomplish faster exploration speeds than previous works. For example, step #2 reaches
GPU-based update speeds of up to ~40% quicker than the current state of the art approach.
Summary:


The CPU-based graph structure cannot be updated quickly enough to cater for fast
fly-through speeds, especially in the context of a domain using level of detail.



Propagation-based active block detection is only suited to uniform grids that require
no graph updates (streaming within the domain may create similar issues to those
discussed above, but perhaps to a lesser extent).



Non-propagation active block detection is still capable of improving exploration
speeds when a graph is not used.
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7. Conclusion And Future Work
7.1

Conclusion

This thesis considers the issue of excessive density sampling within a domain when locating
isosurfaces, and how sampling does not take into account the amount of isosurface covering
the domain. Two research questions are proposed that both aim in establishing an efficient
way to sample and process densities during isosurface detection, specifically assuming three
characteristics of isosurfaces when representing volumetric terrains:


Terrains, even complex ones, are generally rather sparse compared to the size of the
domain.



Compressed inputs representations are necessary for large, sparse isosurfaces, and
are more costly to sample.



Manipulation of the density field in the domain is possible, which is not considered
by previous works that propose efficient solutions.

The research questions are revisited and answered in terms of the results obtained using the
prototype implementation.
Research question 1: How can isosurfaces be dynamically located within a
given domain so that the evaluated area more closely matches the
coverage of the isosurface rather than the size of the domain?
Active block detection is used as the mechanism to allow processing of the domain at a
higher level than individual cells and density points. A block-based propagation along
isosurfaces from seed blocks avoids visiting large areas that are predicted to be free of
isosurface, and is solely responsible for coverage-based evaluation of the domain. The GPU
implementation used for testing experiences slower detection times for the second (and
more efficient) of the two propagation versions due to high parallelism when sampling,
while the first version performs the quickest.
A graph structure is necessary for the neighbour-based traversal between blocks in the
domain. Since most terrain domains are decomposed using a hierarchical tree to allow for
level of detail control, the graph is designed to work with the tree as a hybrid structure.
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To process entire cell blocks more economically than the sum of individual cells, two extra
components are required to reduce the sample point count and the time to process the
obtained densities.
Sampling is only performed on border faces of blocks, providing a quicker escape time for
inactive blocks, whereas active blocks simply sample the remaining density values. Tests
show that this alone accomplishes significant performance gains.
The PROBS reduction algorithm classifies the active state of a set of densities faster than a
high-speed parallel reduction for common block resolutions, is arguably much easier to
implement, and has the potential to scale with the number of cores in a GPU. A tree-based
version of PROBS utilising GPU shared memory also achieves quick results, but is not chosen
in favour of the basic PROBS algorithm.
Detection within blocks is made more efficient by reducing any existing active cell detection
method to active blocks only.
All components, individually or combined, detect the set of active blocks in a domain faster
than what is currently considered state of the art in active block detection by Löffler &
Schumann (2012). Both versions of block-based propagation show trends of increased
performance as domain coverage by the isosurface is decreased.
Research question 2: What influence does efficient isosurface detection
have over the performance of the generation pipeline as a whole with
respect to isosurface coverage within the domain?
Experiments demonstrate how preventing unnecessary sampling and processing of densities
using isosurface detection has a significant impact on the generation pipeline as a whole
when modelling or exploring terrain. Despite only consuming a rather small percentage of
the overall pipeline, even for expensive density functions, the numerous inactive blocks in
the domain cause this wastage to add up to a considerable amount for sparse domains.
Isosurface detection allows early escape from generation for inactive blocks. Dynamically
performing active cell or active block detection increases overall execution time for active
blocks, but the new block border sampling approach and PROBS block classification
algorithm improve this outcome. All active block detection innovations presented each
lessen the time spent on inactive blocks, with propagation resulting in an instantaneous
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escape time for inactive blocks that are never visited and boosted performance the sparser
the terrain.
High-speed exploration is also possible at faster rates than prior methods. The graph
structure does suffer when the level of detail count is high, making it better suited for a
domain of uniform blocks instead. The block border sampling and PROBS algorithms can still
be combined to provide quick exploration speeds for LOD-based terrains.

In conclusion, the three active block detection components presented successfully solve the
two research questions to a greater extent than previous works. Since they target early
generation stages, they can act as compliments to existing surface extraction and even
isosurface detection implementations with minimal replacement. Because computation
better scales with the complexity of the isosurface as well, this therefore makes isosurfaces
better equipped for simpler terrains which would have originally been much more suited to
height fields due to the inefficiency of isosurface detection, while any number of volumetric
features can be preserved. Coverage-independent sampling and processing of domains
could evidently lead to more widespread use of isosurfaces for representing terrain in
interactive applications.

7.2

Future Work

The insights described throughout this thesis open the door to some unexplored or unsolved
aspects of isosurface detection that are suitable avenues for future work.
Inactive blocks examined in search of seed blocks to begin propagation represent the only
remaining overhead for the second version of propagation. Producing smaller seed block
sets with less search effort will take a big step closer to fully coverage-independent block
evaluation.
The neighbour-finding algorithm and neighbour linking processes need to be improved so
that they are more wary of memory usage (due to the 24 outgoing connections per node)
and search efficiency (to help graph updates keep up with GPU-based generation updates).
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The graph itself also assumes an octree-based hybrid, and so different volumetric data
structures could be tested in place of the octree to achieve some speedups (assuming they
are capable of neighbour node linkage).
Alternative sampling strategy ideas to further reduce the sample count per inactive block are
rejected with reasonable explanation in section 4.1.3. GPU-based implementation may also
make such a sampling reduction unnecessary, since it was found that sampling a single block
plane of densities executes in roughly the same amount of time as all six border planes at
once. However, there is still room for testing new sampling strategies that utilise useful
information provided in the density field in some way.
Sampling and propagation also assume open isosurfaces only; extra precautions need to be
enforced to extend the active block detection components (minus the PROBS algorithm) to
closed isosurfaces so that they may be of use in volume visualisation.
Compressed voxel stacks also cannot utilise the block border sampling approach because
they don’t fit the per-position density function input required in the prototype; Löffler,
Müller and Schumann (2011) decompress and process single columns at a time on the GPU,
whereas single position density function input must load and search up to an entire column
at a time per sampling point in that column.
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